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1 Introduction

NEMESIS is a multi-country, multi-sectoral large-scale

model wich is used by national public administrations

in France and Belgium and by the European Commis-

sion, to realise ex-ante macro-economic assessments fo-

cusing on Research and Innovation (R&I) policies, on

environmental policies or other economic policies.

The NEMESIS model is an econometric model, in

the neo-keynesian tradition, where the demand effects

are predominant in the short to medium term, while

its long term dynamics is dominated by the supply ef-

fects resulting from innovations made by firms. The

main behavioural functions, representing factors de-

mand by firms, consumption behaviours of households,

imports and exports, or wages and prices formations,

include reaction delays. As a consequence, on the con-

trary of general equilibrium models that only describe

a succession of long term equilibriums, the adjustment

between supply and demand is not instantaneous and

it can take several years, especially for goods produced

by very capitalistic sectors. In this context, the price

variations play a very important role in the short to me-

dium terms through rigidities on production capacities.

The model is therefore designed for describing the cyc-

lical variations of prices and volumes under the effect

of exogenous shocks that affect the macro-economic

situation. The evaluation of R&I European policies

assessed until now with NEMESIS have largely con-

cerned the 3% Barcelona objective for the EU R&D

intensity (See Brécard et al. 2006 [22], Chevallier et

al. 2006 [33]), as well as on Europe 2020 in the sequel

(see Fougeyrollas et al. 2010 [52]; Zagamé, 2010 [106];

Fougeyrollas et al. 2014 [54], [55] and 2015 [56]). Sev-

eral studies have also focused on GDP and employment

impacts of the annual FP7 funding for Research of EU

framework programmes (Fougeyrollas et al. 2011 [57]
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and Fougeyrollas et al. 2012), and now of Horizon 2020

(Fougeyrollas et al. 2014 [53]). These assessments have

shown that the policies aiming to increase the pub-

lic and private research effort produce their impacts

in three distinct phases, that can be described thanks

to the particular supply and demand properties of the

model. The first phase reflects the expenditure and in-

vestment period that generates inflationary pressures

as long as investments for innovation do not bear their

fruit; the second phase highlights the first arrival of

innovation impacts on productivity and economic per-

formances which modify gradually the supply capacity

of European economies; Finally, the third phase points

out the obsolescence of innovations, that occurs if the

increase of the research effort is not maintained in the

long term, and the positive impacts of innovation start

vanishing progressively.

Beyond the endogenisation of technical progress

on R&D inspired by the new growth theories1, the

NEMESIS model has been recently enhanced to repres-

ent explicitly the role played in the innovation system

by other intangible investments than R&D and by ICT

taken as General Purpose Technologies. This improve-

ment, which consists in a first attempt in such large

scale economic model, was made possible by the recent

development of databases on innovation (CIS) and pat-

ents (PATSTAT), on ICT (EU-KLEMS), and particu-

larly on intangibles (INTAN-INVEST) thanks to the

EU FP7 projects INNODRIVE and CO-INVEST. The

aim of the current document is to provide a detailed

description of the NEMESIS model. The paper is or-

ganize as follows. The next section provides a general

overview of the model, the section 3 details its core

economic mechanisms, and the section 4 makes a pre-

cise description of the innovation mechanisms at stake

in NEMESIS. Finally, the last section concludes with

methodological remarks regarding the use of NEMESIS

for assessments of innovation policies.

1Cf. Ha et Howitt (2006) for a synthetic description of these
works and empirical tests on the empirical validity of the different
approachs.

2 General structure of the

model

2.1 The overall structure

The NEMESIS model covers the 27 European countries

and distinguishes 30 sectors whose list is given in table

2 in appendix. The general functioning of the model

is schematized by the graph 8 also in appendix and we

describe here the main mechanisms.

On the supply side, each sector is modelled with a

representative firm that takes its decisions regarding

the production and the use of factors, given its expect-

ations on market expansion and input prices. The pro-

duction is represented with nested constant elasticity

of substitution (CES) functions combining five produc-

tion factors: low skill labour, high skill labour, capital,

energy and intermediate consumption. In addition, a

particular feature of this model is that the firms integ-

rate innovation in their decisions, allowing the improve-

ment of their productivity and of their products, so

that the technical progress is endogenous in the model.

Innovation is the consequence of investments in three

types of assets: R&D, ICT and Other Intangibles (in-

cluding software and training). The specification of the

innovation process in the model allows to account for a

large range of innovative activities and for the enabling

feature of ICT that are considered as GPT. Further-

more, while R&D are mainly the matter of industrial

sectors, the other innovative assets allow to endogenize

more appropriately innovation in services sectors.

The pricing of enterprises is defined by a monopol-

istic competition and the margin rates are assumed

constant but differ between sectors. Finally, interde-

pendencies between sectors and countries are caught

up by a collection of convert matrices describing the

exchanges of intermediary goods and capital goods as

well as the exchange of knowledge spillovers.

The active population is divided in two qualification

levels and the level of workers per qualification results

from the demand from firms, which depends on wages

and relative prices of factors. Wages, which, at the

end, determine the dynamic of prices and incomes, are

based on a theory of wage-setting decisions by Unions.

The Unions calculate the workers’ aggregate surplus

from higher levels of employment and from higher real
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wages (relative to wages outside the sector) in the sec-

tor, subject to the labour demand constraint imposed

by firms’ profit-maximisation. The implication of this

form of wage equation is that real wages in a given

sector change with productivity shocks, changes in the

unemployment rate, or changes in real wages outside

that sector.

On the demand side, the representative household’s

aggregate consumption is calculated depending on the

disposable income which comes from wages, from the

revenues of the capital as well as from taxes and redis-

tribution. Variables covering child and old-age depend-

ency rates are also included in an attempt to capture

any change in consumption patterns caused by an age-

ing population. The unemployment rate is used, in the

short-term equation (only), as a proxy for the degree of

uncertainty in the economy. Consistent with the other

behavioural equations, the disaggregated consumption

module is based on the assumption that there exists

a long-run equilibrium but rigidities are present which

prevent immediate adjustment to that long-term solu-

tion. Then, the total aggregated households consump-

tion is split into 27 different consumption sub-functions

taking into account the relative prices and substitu-

tion elasticities. Government final consumption and

its repartition between education, health, defence and

other expenditures are also influenced by demographic

changes.

The external trade by country in NEMESIS takes

two directions: intra-EU trade and trade with the rest

of the world. Developments are in progress in order to

implement bilateral trade in the model. The exports

are driven by two main effects in the model: (i) an in-

come effect which accounts for the economic activity in

the other regions and (ii) a price effect which accounts

for the competitiveness of the considered country with

respect to other EU-countries and the rest of the world.

The stock of innovations in a country is also included

in the export equations in order to capture the role of

innovations in trade performance and structural com-

petitiveness. Regarding imports, the drivers are sim-

ilar: the income effect is captured by internal demand,

and the price effect by the ratio between the imports

price and the price of domestic producers. The stock of

innovations is again included to account for the effects

of innovations on trade performance.

2.2 Main inputs and outputs

The usefulness of a model relies on its ability to de-

scribe the impacts of the variations of exogenous vari-

ables (inputs of the model) on endogenous variables

(outputs of the model), in a theoretically and empir-

ically consistent way. The exogenous variables are of

two types: those resulting from the incapacity of the

model to represent every phenomena and that reflect

the limitations of the model, and those that are by

nature exogenous. The first type of exogenous vari-

ables regroups notably a set of assumptions related

to interest rates, exchange rates, activity proxies for

the rest of the world, prices of wholesale commodities

and especially oil; demographic assumptions by coun-

try such as total population, population and particip-

ation rates to labour force by gender, by skill and by

age per 5 years cohorts. The second type of exogenous

variables is mainly composed of government-related de-

cisions: assumptions on national policies and notably

fiscal policies (indirect and direct taxes, social security

benefits and contributions); government expenditures

(defence, health, education, infrastructures, others ex-

penditures) and investments; and energy and environ-

ment assumptions as excises duties and other energy

tax rates, CO2 taxation, etc.

On the output side, NEMESIS can deliver results

at EU27, country and regional NUTS2 levels for key

economic indicators. There are three main layers of

economic indicators: (i) macro-economic, such as GDP

(European, National or Regional) and its counterparts

(final consumption, investment, exports, imports, etc.),

unemployment rates, ...; (ii) sectoral, such as produc-

tion, value added and employment per NACE economic

sector or sector clusters, and (iii) those related to agent

accounts with five categories: Government, Non Finan-

cial Corporations, Financial Corporations, Households

including NPIH, and outside.

Beyond economic indicators, the optional modules

of NEMESIS provide many additional indicators. The

NEMESIS Energy Environment Module (NEEM) gives

detailed results on energy supply and demand by fuel

type and technology, and on various pollutants emis-

sions (CO2, SO2, NOX, HFC, PFC and CF6); it com-

putes also a carbon price (Taxation or tradable per-

mit price associated to a carbon constraint). The
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NEMESIS Agriculture and Land-Use module (NALU)

details, at country level, land use by 6 land-use sectors

(Agriculture, Forestry, Nature Conservation, Urbanisa-

tion, Transport and Energy Infrastructures and Tour-

ism) and calculates the equilibrium rental price of land,

which impact strongly on housholds’ cost of living and

firms’ investment price. These optional module are not

described in this paper.

The inclusion in the model of detailed data on popu-

lation and working force, allows finally NEMESIS to

deliver many social indicators, such as employment,

unemployment and labour force participation rates by

gender, GINI coefficients for wages and earnings, and

a set of indicators dedicated to measure inequalities

between European countries and regions for key vari-

ables as GDP and final consumption per capita. All

these indicators result from the mechanisms incorpor-

ated in NEMESIS.

3 The core economic model

3.1 Firms’ behaviour

The nested CES framework

The multi-level nested CES production functions, pi-

oneered by Sato (1967 [98]), have recently been widely

used in macroeconomics. Its flexibility, and its use-

fulness to implement and analyse endogenous growth

makes it an attractive choice for many applications in

economic theory, applied modelling and empirical stud-

ies (cf. Acemoglu, 2002 [1], Papageorgiou and Saam,

2005 [92] and McAdam et al., 2007 [75]). In NEMESIS,

the production sectors2 were modelled with five-level

nested constant returns to scale CES production func-

tions, each level differing only from the values of sub-

stitution elasticities, and of share parameters.

The figure 1 draws the nested structure of the pro-

duction functions. In each sector, the production (in

yellow) results from the combination of four variable

inputs (in green) and two quasi-fixed input (in red).

The variable inputs are Materials (M), Energy (E) ,

Low Skilled Labour (LL) (ISCED 0 to 4) and High

Skilled Labour (LH) (ISCED 5 and 8). The quasi-fix

inputs are the physical capital stock (K) and Innova-

2Except the Power generation (Electricity) sector, which has
a special modelling.

tion Services (A). The other inputs (in white) are the

compound inputs corresponding to the different levels

of the nested function. These compound inputs play

the same role that final output (Y ) in yellow at the

top of the CES nesting, and they can be interpreted as

“intermediate output”.

In this current version of the production nesting, in-

novation services intervene at the first level, meaning

that they influence proportionally the use of the or-

dinary production factors, represented by the variable

X = KLEM that groups together the physical capital

stock, the two categories of labour, the energy and the

materials. The impact of innovation on the production

function for (X) is consequently Hick’s neutral as it

doesn’t affect the balance between production factors.

The innovation function producing A will be detailed

in section 4.

Regarding the next levels combining the inputs for

producing X, at the second stage materials are com-

bined with the intermediate output KLE, that is pro-

duced from all other inputs than materials. This choice

was made for the reason that materials, that include

raw materials, intermediate components and different

business services, are generally few substitutable to

other inputs, especially in sectors producing goods in-

tensive in raw materials and intermediate components.

At the third level, low skilled labour (LL) is asso-

ciated to the compound input KLHE. This choice of

inputs grouping reflects the strong structural trends to-

wards, on the one hand, the substitution of high skilled

labour to low skilled labour in many production activ-

ities, and the capital deepening impact on labour pro-

ductivity. Then the fourth level where high skilled la-

bour (LH) is separated from the compound input KE

for capital and energy, is used to represent the sub-

stitution possibilities between this second labour input

and capital. Capital and energy are finally combined

at the last level of the production nesting. The energy

input considered is final energy that is used to bring

power to the production process, and it does not in-

clude intermediate uses of energy, that are considered

proportional to the level of final output (Y ), and that

concern basically only the sectors Non Ferrous Metal

Products, that produces aluminium, Basic Chemicals

and Construction.

This choice of factor bundles was therefore based
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either on the results of separability tests provided by

the econometric literature, or in order to be able to

represent easily the stylised facts applying for produc-

tion factors, as the rate of capital deepening and the

capital to labour substitution possibilities.

These assumptions on the nesting of the different in-

puts have actually important consequences on the sub-

stitutions possibilities of the different inputs, as two

inputs in a common bundle are by definition gross sub-

stitutes. Nevertheless, they may prove to be net com-

plementarity inputs, in some sectors, in the global pro-

cess of producing the final output (Y ), depending of the

parameters values, as it occurs for example for capital

and energy in some energy intensive sectors .

The five levels of the CES nesting production func-

tion have the following mathematical specifications:

For the first level:

Y = C ·
[
δ1+ρY
A .A−ρY + δ1+ρY

X .X−ρY
]− 1

ρY (1)

with : C, a scale parameter, δA the share parameter

for A representing theoretically the cost of innovation

services in the total cost of producing Y , for the base

year of NEMESIS (2005), δX , similarly the share para-

meter for X with by definition δX = 1 − δA, and ρy,

the parameter defining the partial substitution elasti-

city between innovation services and X as σY = 1
1+ρY

.

For the other levels of the nesting, the same apply for

the definition of factor shares, and we have respectively

the following expressions for the CES functions, from

top to bottom:

X =
[
δ1+ρX
M .M−ρX + δ1+ρX

KLE .KLE
−ρX

]− 1
ρX (2)

with σX = 1
1+ρX

, the partial substitution elasticity

between M and the compound input KLE,

KLE =
[
δ1+ρKLE
LL

.LL
−ρKLE

+ δ1+ρKLE
KLHE

.KLHE
−ρKLE

]− 1
ρKLE

(3)

with σKLE = 1
1+ρKLE

, the partial substitution elasti-

city between LL and the compound input KLHE,

Figure 1: Production functions with nested CES struc-
ture

Y

A X

M KLE

LLs KLHSE

LHS KE

K E

KLHE =
[
δ

1+ρKLHE
LH

.LH
−ρKLHE

+ δ
1+ρKLHE
KE .KE−ρKLHE

]− 1
ρKLHE

(4)

with σKLHE = 1
1+ρKLHE

, the partial substitution

elasticity between LH and the compound inputs KE

and,

KE=
[
δ
1+ρKE
K .K−ρKE+δ

1+ρKE
E .E−ρKE

]− 1
ρKE (5)

with σKE = 1
1+ρKE

, the partial substitution elasti-

city between K and E.

The short term problem of the firm: the choice

of variable inputs

In the short term, that is to say, in the current period

(t), the levels of the capital stock, K, and of innov-

ation services, A, are supposed to be fixed, resulting

from past investment decisions of the firm. The firm is

furthermore supposed to adjust the level of its output

to the level of the demand for its product. The firm is

price-taker on the input markets. For a given price of

output that recovers all fix and variable costs, the profit

maximisation of the firm in the short term can hence

be solved as a minimisation cost problem, that consists

in choosing the current levels of the variable inputs E,

M , LL and LH , and of intermediate outputs KLE,

KLHE and KE, minimising its variable production

cost V Ct = wMt ·Mt+wEt ·Et+wLLt ·LLt+wLHt ·LHt ,
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with wit the unit cost of the variable input i.

This short term cost minimisation problem can be

solved recursively from the successive imbrications of

the production nesting.

The first problem to solve concerns the combination

{Mt,KLEt} that minimises the cost of producing Xt,

with, given that A is fixed in the short term, Xt itself

determined by inverting the production function for

final output (equation 1):

Min
{Mt,KLEt,}

wMt
·Mt + wvKLEt ·KLEt

u.c. : Xt =
[
δ1+ρX
M .Mt

−ρX + δ1+ρX
X .KLEt

−ρX
]− 1

ρX

with wvKLEt a shadow price representing the unit

variable unit cost of using KLEt.

We obtain from the first order optimality conditions,

for Mt:

M∗t =
δM
δKLE

·
(

wMt

wvKLEt

)−σX
·Xt, (6)

and substituting in the equation for Xt we find, for

KLEt:

KLE∗t =

[
δ1+ρX
KLE + δ1+ρX

M ·
(

δM
δKLE

)−ρX
·

(
wMt
wvKLEt

) ρX
1+ρX

] 1
ρX

·Xt

(7)

Proceeding by analogy, we find respectively for

{LLt,KLHEt} at the third stage of the production

nesting:

L∗Lt =
δLL

δKLHE
·
(

wLLt
wvKLHEt

)−σKLE
·KLE∗t (8)

and:

KLHE
∗
t =

[
δ1+ρKLE
KLHE

+ δ1+ρKLE
LL

·
(

δLL
δKLHE

)−ρKLE
·

(
wLLt

wv
KLHEt

) ρKLE
1+ρKLE

] 1
ρKLE

·KLHE∗t

(9)

with wvKLHEt , a shadow price representing the vari-

able unit cost of using (or producing) the intermediate

output KLHEt. We get similarly for {LHt,KEt} at

the fourth stage of the production nesting:

L∗Ht =
δLH
δKE

·
(
wLHt
wvKEt

)−σKLE
·KLHE∗t (10)

and:

KE∗t =

[
δ

1+ρKLHE
KE + δ

1+ρKLHE
LH

·
(

δLH
δKLHE

)−ρKLHE
· KLHE

∗
t

(
wLHt
wv
KEt

) ρKLHE
1+ρKLHE

] 1
ρKLHE

·KLHE∗t

(11)

with wvKEt , a shadow price representing the variable

unit cost of using (or producing) the intermediate out-

put KEt.

At the last stage, K, the aggregated capital stock

being fixed in the short term, we determine finally the

solution for Et by inverting the production function for

KEt:

E∗t =

[
KE∗−ρKEt − δ1+ρKE

K ·K−ρKEt−1

δ1+ρKE
E

]− 1
ρKE

(12)

The expressions of the variable unit costs of the in-

termediate outputs (shadow prices) are respectively:

wvKLEt=
[
δLL .w

1−σKLE
LLt

+δKLHE .(w
v
KLHEt

)
1−σKLE

] 1
1−σKLE

wvKLHEt
=

[
δLH .w

1−σKLHE
LHt

+δKE .(wvKEt)
1−σKLHE

] 1
1−σKLHE

and:

wvKEt = wEt

that are homogeneous functions of degree 1 in variable

inputs prices. We can hence check that the short term

optimal variable cost function that we obtain using (6)

to (10):

V C∗t (Zt,Kt−1, Xt) =
∑
Z

wZt · Z∗t (13)

with Z = M,E, LL, LH , respects all the properties of

a cost function: It is notably symmetric, twice continu-
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ously differentiable, homogeneous of degree one, quasi-

concave in input prices, and non-increasing in quasi-fix

inputs.

The long term problem of the firm: the choice

for quasi-fix inputs

In the long term, the problem of the representative

firm at each period t, is the maximisation of its expec-

ted actualised value, that is to say, its expected inter-

temporal profit flows, ΠT , by solving the following pro-

gram:

MAX
{is} ΠT = Et

∑∞
s=t

{(
1

1+as

)s−t
· [(Pys · Ys

− V C∗s (.)−
∑
i

Pis · Iis
)]
· (1− τπs)

}
with i = K, A,

Iis = is − (1− δi) · is−1 (14)

the accumulation equation for quasi-fix inputs, and

where as is the actualisation rate, Es the expectation

function, Pisthe investment prices and Iis the invest-

ments in quasi-fix inputs, τπsthe corporate taxation

rate and δi the rates of obsolescence of quasi-fix inputs.

We suppose furthermore that firms’ customers have

a taste for quality such that their demand is increas-

ing whenever the quality adjusted price of products,
Pys
Qs

, is decreasing, with Qs = Aα
′

s−1 (and α′ > 0), the

quality index of output, and εp =
dln(Pys ·Ys)
dln(Qs)

> 0, the

elasticity of sales with respect to quality. This matches

for example with the following demand function:

Ys = Y0 ·


(
PY s
QY s

)
(
PY s
QY s

)
−εp ·Dεd

s (15)

where PYsrepresents the average price of compet-

itors, Qs is a measure of the average quality of the

products of competitors, −εp < 0 is the elasticity of de-

mand to the relative prices adjusted from quality, Ds

is the aggregated demand addressed to national pro-

ducers, internal and external, and Y0 is a scale para-

meter. Furthermore, if εd, that represents the elasti-

city of firm’s output to aggregate demand, equals 1,

the market share of the sector stays constant, as long

as its relative competitiveness, measured by the ratio(
PY s
QY s

)
(
PY s
QY s

) , stays also constant.

The particularity of this profit maximisation prob-

lem is that we have a decision variable, the innovation

services A, that plays two roles: It reduces the cost of

variable inputs,
∂V C∗s (.)
∂A < 0, and it allows the firm in-

creasing its turnover as
∂PYs·Ys
∂A > 0, through the test

for quality of customers. The underlying assumption

is that the product and process innovations, that occur

through investments in innovations, are a joint process:

Improving goods technological characteristics increase

the services to customers and demand, and, at the same

time, reduces, for a given level of final output Yt, the

quantity of intermediate consumptions, labour and en-

ergy used, through the substitutions of technology to

variable inputs. This effect on variable cost can be re-

inforced if investment in innovation is complementary

to the investments in the other capital goods. Never-

theless, the final impact on the unit production cost of

the firm, taking also into account the fix costs, is a pri-

ori undetermined, and depends on the calibration, and

on the results of the econometric estimations, of the

structural parameters of the model. But the marginal

returns to the investment in technology relies more on

demand impacts than on cost impacts in sectors produ-

cing final goods, as investment and consumer good in-

dustries, that in sectors producing intermediate goods,

where the cost dimensions are more important.

The other consequence of having a decision variable

that plays two roles, is that the maximisation problem

described above cannot be fully solved analytically, and

the analysis below will then focus only on the first or-

der optimality conditions, and hence only on partial

solutions for the two decision variables.

The only link between periods are the accumulation

constraints of the quasi-fix inputs, and we can express

the first order optimality conditions, for s = t, as:

for physical capital stock:

∂ΠT

∂Kt
= −

∂CV ∗t+1 (.)

∂Kt
− wKt = 0 (16)

and for innovation services:

∂ΠT
∂At

=

[
∂(PYt+1·Yt+1)

∂At
−
∂CV ∗t+1(.)

∂At

]
−wAt=0 (17)
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where the user costs of the three quasi-fix factors,

wit , i = A, K, are approximated by:

wit = Pit ·
(
δi + at+1 +

(
τπt+1

− τπt
)
− P̂it+1

)
(18)

with P̂i the anticipated growth rate of Pi.

The optimality condition for physical capital (equa-

tion 16) equalises the marginal reduction of variable

cost, when a quasi-fix input is increased, to its user

cost. For innovation services (17), it is the sum of vari-

able cost reduction and of sales increase that should

equalise the user cost at the optimum.

Using the short term optimal solutions for variable

inputs, given by equations (6) to (12), and the expres-

sion of the short term optimum variable cost function

given by equation 13, we then obtain the following op-

erational expressions for physical capital and innova-

tion services:

for physical capital:

K∗t = Et

{
δK
δE
·
(
wKt+1

wEt+1

)−σKE
· E∗t+1

}
(19)

and for innovation services:

A∗t = Et

 δA
δX
·

 w̃At+1(
V C∗t+1(.)

Xt+1

)
−σY ·X∗t+1

 (20)

where in equation (20), wKTt , the user cost of tech-

nology, was replaced by:

w̃KTt = wKTt − Et

(
∂
(
PYt+1·Yt+1

)
∂KTt

)
(21)

with:

Et

(
∂
(
PYt+1·Yt+1

)
∂KTt

)
= α′ · εp ·

Et
(
PYt+1

)
A∗t

· Et (Yt+1)

This last expression can be interpreted, from the op-

timality condition (17), as if the marginal impact on

sales of innovation services, was perceived by the firm

as an identical reduction of their unit user cost.

We assume finally that for all forward looking exo-

genous variables expressed in t + 1, that is to say for

the user costs of production factors, w, and for the

level of output, Y 3, the expectation fonction is such

that Et (zt+s) = (1 + ẑt)
s−t · zt, for s > t, that is to

say, for any variable z, the expectations on growth rate,

ẑ, are static.

For forward looking endogenous variables, auxiliary

equations are added to the system to be solved by the

model, and their values are calculated analytically in

NEMESIS, simultaneously with the system of optimal

factor demands: {A∗t ,K∗t , L∗Lt, L∗Ht, E∗t ,M∗t }, and the

system of optimal demand for the compound inputs:

{X∗t ,KLE∗t ,KLHE∗t ,KE∗t } ,where X∗t is obtained by

using equation 1.

The pricing behaviour of firms, and the role

played by the utilisation rate of production ca-

pacity

The pricing behaviour of the firm is a central mechan-

ism for the short term dynamics of NEMESIS. In the

short term, the optimal price setting consists for the

firm in choosing the price that recovers all its current

variable and fix costs, these fix costs including the risk

premium received by the owners of capital inputs, and

that justifies the monopolistic rents. We can define this

short term optimal price, as:

P st∗Yt = wtcPYt (22)

with wtcPYt
, the total unit production cost of Y defined

by:

wtcPYt =
[
δA.w

1−σY
At + δX .w

tc1−σY
Xt

] 1
1−σY (23)

with wtcXt, the unit cost of producing X, being sim-

ilarly defined by its long term CES expression:

wtcXt =
[
δM .w

1−σX
Mt

+ δKLE .w
tc1−σX
KLEt

] 1
1−σX (24)

3The long term optimisation system of the firm can be solved
also in Y , but we avoided this solution for many reasons, mainly
from the fact that the demand addressed to the firm is a com-
posit demand from many origins, impossible to inverse except
with very restrictive assumptions on the price elasticities of the
different components, and the use of proxied such as equation
15, proved to do not perform well and to be very difficult to
estimate econometrically, with usually theoretically inconsitent
estimated values for the price elasticity parameter, εp.

8



We have also, recursively, for the unit cost of KLE:

wtcKLEt =
[
δLL .w

1−σKLE
LLt + δKLHE .w

tc1−σKLE
KLHEt

] 1
1−σKLE

(25)

for the total unit cost of KLHE:

wKLHet =
[
δLH .w

1−σKLHE

LHt + δKE .w
tc

1−σKLHE

KEt

] 1
1−σKLHE

(26)

and for wKE , the total unit cost of KE:

wKEt =
[
δK .w

1−σKE
Kt

+ δE .w
1−σKE
Et

] 1
1−σKE (27)

In the short term, the firm may have badly anticip-

ated the level of the demand, and may incur additional

variable costs if it under-invested in capital inputs. The

empirical works on firms’ pricing show actually a non

linear, positive relationship, between the level of the

actual production capacity utilisation rate, and its de-

sired, or optimal level. Hence, we suppose furthermore

in NEMESIS that in short term, the optimal pricing

will finally have the following form:

P st∗Yt =

(
TUt
TU∗t

)as
· wtcPYt (28)

with TUt, the actual utilisation rate of production

capacity, TU∗t , its long term desired level, and as > 0

a parameter.

The problem with this specification is that we do

not dispose of data for the utilisation rate of produc-

tion capacity. The solution, following Taddei, Cueva

and Timbeau (1992 [100]), is to develop theoretical ex-

pressions of the utilisation rate of production capacity.

For the sake of clarity, lets take the example of a two

factors production fonction, with only labour and cap-

ital, and where K is also a quasi-fix input:

Yt =
[
δ1+ρ
L · L−ρt + δ1+ρ

K ·K−ρt−1

]− 1
ρ

(29)

If we exclude the possibility of substitution elasticity,

σ = 1
1+ρ , superior to one, as it is the case normally, we

can define the maximum physical output, Y maxt , as the

limit of output when Lt approach infinite:

Y maxt = lim
Lt→∞

Yt = δ
− 1+ρ

ρ

K ·Kt−1 (30)

which is proportional to Kt−1. Then one can see, using

(29) and (30) and solving in Yt
Lt

and in Yt
Ymaxt

, that

in the short term, labour productivity, Yt
Lt

, will be a

decreasing function of the utilisation rate of production

capacity, defined as Yt
Ymaxt

:

Yt
Lt

= δ
2·(1+ρ)
K ·

(
δ1+ρ
K + δ1+ρ

L

)
· [1− (TUt)

ρ
]

1
ρ (31)

In our problem of CES nesting production function,

we can express the maximum physical production ca-

pacity, as the limit of Yt when Mt, Et, LLt and LHt

tend to infinite:

Ymaxt = lim
Mt,Et, LLt,LHT→∞

Yt=C·
[
δ
1+ρY
A .At−1

−ρY +δ
1+ρY
X .X

max−ρY
t

]− 1
ρY

(32)

with:

Xmax
t = lim

Mt,Et, LLt,LHT→∞
Xt =

∏
δ
− 1+ρi

ρi
i

i

·Kt−1 (33)

and i = KLE,KLHE,KE,K.

The current level of the utilisation rate of production

capacity in then expressed in NEMESIS as:

TUt =
Yt

Y maxt

and the long term or optimal level, as:

TU∗t =
Y ∗t
K∗t−1

with Y ∗t and K∗t−1, calculated analytically by the

model.

Taking into account adjustment cost

The optimal solutions for variable (L∗Lt , L
∗
Ht

, E∗t , M∗t )

and quasi-fix factors (K∗t , A∗t ) will never be reached by

the firms that undergo adjustment costs. To make the

production model more realistic, and to have econo-

metric estimations that fit better the data, it is hence

necessary to introduce adjustment costs. This is done

by imposing the following geometric lag structure in

the equation of each of the six input demands and of

the production price above, that is to say, to any vari-

able Z∗t :

Zt = Zt−1.

(
Z∗t
Zt−1

)λZ

9



or, if expressed in naturel logarithms, with zt =

ln(Zt):

zt = λZ · z∗t + (1− λZ) · zt−1 (34)

with λz, the partial adjustment parameter that is

estimated. This parameter is obtained classically by

choosing the level of zt that minimises the sum of the

quadratic adjustment costs and of the quadratic dis-

adjustment costs, that give λZ = dZ
aZ+dZ

, with aZ the

cost of moving Zt by 1 unit to get closer to the optimal

target, and dZ , the unit cost of operating with Zt dif-

ferent from Z∗t . The adjustment speed of Zt toward

its long term optimal target is defined, using the lag

operator,4 as : ASX = 1−λX
λX

.

Introduction of an error correction mechanism

The adjustment speed5 may be very long for quasi-fix

inputs, notably in very capitalistic sectors, with values

that may go up to 4 to 5 years. In this case, one can

conclude that the firm will never reach its optimal tar-

gets, even along a long term equilibrium growth path

where all variables grow at the same rate. To make the

production model again more realistic, we then con-

sidered that the firm is able to anticipate correctly

the growth path of its input needs in time, and the

constraint imposed by the adjustments costs on its in-

put choices. This is done by considering that, at each

period, the firm corrects the trajectory of its inputs

demand, by a certain percentage of the gap, measured

at the previous period, between its optimal, and its ac-

tual demands. We then get for the demand of Zt in

logarithms this last expression:

zt = λZ · z∗t + (1− λZ) · zt−1 +µZ ·
(
z∗t−1 − zt−1

)
(35)

with, µZ , a parameter measuring the importance of

the correction of the gap between the optimal, and the

actual level of inputs. On a steady growth path, the

firm should be able to fully correct the trajectory of its

4The lag operator is defined as L(Zt) = Zt−1. Then by re-

writing (34) as Zt = ϕ(L) · Z∗
t , with ϕ(L) = λZ

1−(1−λz)·L
, we

obtain the solution for the adjustment speed as: ASZ =
ϕp(1)
ϕ(1)

,

with ϕp(L) the first derivative of ϕ(L).
5The adjustment speed must be interpreted in reference to

a steady state as the time after which at least one half of the
adjustment to the target was achieved.

input demands, and we should have Zt = Z∗t , which im-

plies µZ = (1− λZ), meaning that the error correction

is perfect6. In pratice, in reason of the cyclical char-

acteristic of economic activity, µZ will be inferior to

(1− λZ), and the error correction will be only partial.

In this case, nevertheless, the error correction allows

the firm to approach more quickly its optimal targets,

with an adjustment speed equal to 1−λZ
λZ+µZ

, that is in-

ferior to the adjustment speed when there is no error

correction, 1−λZ
λZ

, for every µZ > 0. In addition, to

avoid overshooting in the short term, and cyclical vari-

ations, the restriction µZ ≤ (1− λZ) is imposed.

3.2 Labour market

In this sub-section, we present the functioning of the

labour market. While the demand of labour is determ-

ined by the optimisation of the production function,

the supply is both based on exogenous variables, that

are population by skill and a partly endogenous vari-

able which is the participation rate. The interaction

of labour demand and supply is specified in the model

by a wage bargaining process following an ’augmented

Phillips curve’. We first describe the specification of

the wage setting specification and then we will explain

the determination of the labour supply in NEMESIS.

Wage setting

The specification of the labour market is controversial

for a long time and this controversy is both theoretical

and empirical. In particular, there is a conflict among

the proponents of the Phillips curve and those of the

Wage Setting/Price Setting models for which the wage

bargaining is realized with respect to its level and not

to its rate of growth as suggested in the Phillips curve

(Layard et al. 1991 [79]; Blanchard and Katz, 1999 [16];

Chagny et al. 2002 [30] and Heyer et al, 2007 [64]).

According to the WS/PS models, wages would be de-

termined with respect to a reservation wage represent-

ing a sort of income opportunity of workers outside

the firm. While the main controversy against the Phil-

lips curve relies on its theoretical foundation, the main

arguments against the WS/PS models are based on

6In this case a slack will continue to exist in time between the
actual and the optimal levels of the Z variable, coming from the
error of the first period, but from the second period the actual
and the optimal values will grow at the same rate.
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the unrealistic hypotheses underlying the reservation

wage. As explained in Chagny et al (2002 [30]), sev-

eral justifications of the reservation wage were men-

tioned in the literature. The first is based on the price

of leisure attributed by individuals (L’Horty and Sob-

czak, 1996 [82] and 1997 [83]) but it leads to a non

stable unemployment rate. The second defines the re-

servation wage as the unemployment benefits (Layard

et al, 1991 [79], L’Horty and Sobczak, 1996 [82]), ex-

plaining the deviation of the unemployment by trade

unions or by the replacement rate which is empiric-

ally not relevant. A third version links the reservation

wage to the labour productivity (Layard et al 1991 [79];

Blanchard and Katz 1999 [16]) but, as it assumes that

either the productivity for domestic works or the un-

employment benefits vary in the same way than the

labour productivity, the hypotheses are unrealistic. Fi-

nally, a fourth definition that fixes the reservation wage

equal to a lagged wage (Manning, 1993 [85] or Blan-

chard and Katz, 1999 [16]) seems to be more founded

and is compatible with a Phillips Curve (see Lagny et

al., 2002 [30]). Therefore, in line with Heyer et al.

(2007 [64]), we retained for NEMESIS a Phillips curve.

Our specification is based on the model developed by

Chagny et al (2002 [30]) that we extend in order to take

into account the NEMESIS specificities, in particular

the sectoral dimension and the distinction of two kinds

of labour, high skill and low skill.

The retained equation is as following:

4wi,l,c,t = Zi,l,c + ac,l(L)4pcl,c,t
−b1,c,l(L)Ul,c,t − b2,c,l(L)(Ul,c,t − UTl,c,t)
+dc,l(L)4πi,l,c,t + εi,l,c,t

(36)

Where t is a time index; c is a country index; l cor-

responds to the labour qualification; i is a sector index;

Zi,l,c represents institutional variables.

All variables are expressed in logarithms except U

which is expressed in level. 4w is the variation of

nominal wage (w−w−1), 4pe is the expected inflation

(it is equal to 4p if expectations are perfect) and U is

the unemployment rate. UT corresponds to the trend-

setting unemployment rate.

Globally, estimations considering the hysteresis phe-

nomena have not provided convincing results so that

we retained a form of the Phillips curve without hys-

teresis in the model. In addition, in practical, the con-

straints imposed by the simulations of scenarios lead us

to adapt the coefficients in order to consider the het-

erogeneous situations and to stay in a realistic range of

unemployment rates. Nevertheless the values of coef-

ficients that are implemented in the model are in line

with the econometric literature (notably Chagny et al,

2002 [30]). The average value of b1 implemented in

NEMESIS is about 0.35, the average value for dc,l(L)

is about 1/3 and we retain a unit indexation of wages

on prices taking ac,l(L) equal to 1.

Labour supply

The share of the population useful as a resource for

the production, that is to say the labour force and its

composition, have a large impact. The labour force by

skill is computed both on the basis of the population

by education level and on a participation rate defined

by qualification level. In practice, these variables, pop-

ulation and participation rates, are often both taken

exogenously but the latter can also be partly endogen-

ized. In the last update, population data is based on de

Beer et al. (2012 [41]) and data about the participation

rates rest on the Ageing Working Group (2012 [34]).

3.3 Consumption functions

The computation of the consumption in NEMESIS fol-

lows two stages. The first stage calculates the total

aggregated consumption from the disposable income,

the part which is not used for consumption constitut-

ing savings and households’ investments. At the second

stage, the aggregate consumption is allocated to the 27

consumption functions.

The aggregate consumption

The calculus of the aggregate consumption is based

on Davidson et al. (1978 [40]) which link the con-

sumption to income and wealth by an Error Correction

Model. Three additional determinants of consumption

also taken into account are interest rates, inflationary

pressures and the unemployment rate which is used as

a proxy to measure the degree of uncertainty of the

revenues.
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The estimations of the consumption function distin-

guish the long term relationship (eq. 37) and the short-

medium term dynamics (eq. 38).

The co-integrating long term equation takes the fol-

lowing form:

ln
(
CQc
POPc

)
= lrsc0c

+lrsc1 · ln
(

GDIc
PCTc

POPc

)
+lrsc2 · ln

(
POPRETc
POPc

)
+lrsc3 · ln

(
POPCHIc
POPc

)
+lrsc4 · ln(RRLRc)

+lrsc5 ·DUM97

(37)

And the dynamic equation is:

∆ ln
(
CQc
POPc

)
= crsc0c

+crsc1 ·∆ ln

(
GDIc
PCTc

POPc

)
+crsc2 ·∆ ln

(
POPRETc
POPc

)
+crsc3 ·∆ ln

(
POPCHIc
POPc

)
+crsc4 ·∆ ln(RRLRc)

+crsc5 ·∆ ln
(
PCTc
PCT−1

c

)
+crsc6 ·∆ ln

(
CQ−1

c

POP−1
c

)
+crsc7 · ERR−1

+crsc8 ·DUM

(38)

With CQc: the national consumption; POPc: the

population of the country c; GDIc: the Gross Dispos-

able Income; PCTc: the consumers’ price; POPRETc:

the retired population: POPCHIc: the child popula-

tion; RRLRc: the interest rate; ERR: the error term;

DUM : a dummy variable.

Furthermore, the following parameter restrictions

are imposed:

lrsc4 < 0

crsc1 > 0

crsc4 < 0

crsc5 < 0

0 < crsc6 < 1

0 > crsc7 > −1

Allocation of the aggregate consumption

On this basis, the macroeconomic consumption is dis-

aggregated, in the second stage, into the 27 consump-

tion components. The allocation method is based on

the work done by Bracke and Meyermans (1997 [19]).

The econometric allocation system stems from the the-

ory of the rational consumer and is realized with a

CBS parametrization of the system (see Keller and van

Driel, 1985 [73])7. The equation takes into account, as

determinants of the allocation, the relative prices, the

total income and demographic changes. Furthermore,

this allocation runs again through several steps by as-

suming separability between different groups of con-

sumption components. At first, the consumer decides

the respective share that he will allocate to non-durable

and durable goods. Then, within each group, he splits

the consumption between subgroups, etc. These suc-

cessive steps unfold until the finest disaggregation level

in 27 components, as depicted by the figures 2 a and

b.

Based on the CBS parametrization, the long-run

equilibrium allocation to non-durable and durable

goods is:

wc,i ln
(

CONSc,i
INCRDISPc

)
= cc,i + bi ln(INCRDISPc)

+
∑27
j=1 si,j · ln (PCONSc,j) + g1,i ln(DEMPc)

+g2,i ln(DEMWc) + ϑc,i
(39)

And the short-run one is:

wc,i∆ ln
(

CONSc,i
INCRDISPc

)
= bsi∆ ln(INCRDISPc)

+
∑27
j=1 s

s
i,j ·∆ ln (PCONSc,j) +

∑26
j=1 f

s
i,jϑ
−1
c,i

+hs1,i∆ ln(DEMPc) + hs2,i∆ ln(DEMWc) + uc,i
(40)

Where i, j = 1 to 27 consumption categories; c =

1 to 26 countries; CONS: consumption of commod-

ity (in 1995M¿); INCRDISP : regional real personal

disposable income (1995M¿); PCONS: commodity

price; DEMW : share of people of working age in total

population; DEMP : share of old age people in total

population.

The allocation to sub categories follows the same

7This version of the system is a hybrid of the Almost Ideal
Demand (AID, Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980 [42]) and the Rot-
terdam system (Barton, 1969 [14])
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Figure 2: Allocation of the aggregate consumption

(a) Allocation of Non Durable Goods

ND Non Durable goods

NEC Necessities

LUX Luxuries

FB Food Bev. and tob.

05 Gross rent and water 

FU Fuel and power

16 Medical care

01 Food
02 Beverages
03 Tobacco

06 Electricity
07 Gas
08 Liquid Fuels
09 Other Fuels

23 Communication
24 Equipment and accessories incl repair
25 Recreation
26 Hotel and restaurant
27  Misc. Goods and Services

(b) Allocation of Durable Goods

D Durable goods

04 Clothing and footwear

FUR Furniture and equip.

T Transport

17 Cars etc

18 Petrol etc

OT Purchased Transport

10 Furnitures etc
11 Households textile
12 Major appliance
13 Hardware
14 Household operation
15 Domestic services

19 Rail Transports
20 Buses and coaches
21 Air Transports
22 Other Transports

equations by replacing INCRDISP by the amount

dedicated to the category to which the subcategories

belong.8

8The value of parameters are available on request.

Consumption by function to consumption by

product

The consumption per category is then allocated to con-

sumption by product using a consumption transition

matrix (mcons) assuming fixed coefficient.
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ADDCONSQc,s =

27∑
co=1

(mconsc,co,s · CONSc,co)

(41)

With ADDCONSQc,s: the addressed consump-

tion demand to product from sector s for country c;

CONSc,co: the consumption of commodity co; and

mconsc,co,s the matrix coefficient.

This transition matrix is also used for calculating

consumption price per category using sectoral produc-

tion and import prices to which VAT taxes and excises

duties are added:

PCONSc,co = [V ATCPc,co + EXCIPAHc,co+
30∑
s=01

(mconsc,co,s · CONSc,co · PADDDEMc,s)

]
/
[
CONSc,co + V ATCP 1995

c,co + EXCIPAH1995
c,co

]
(42)

Where PCONSc,co is the commodity price;

V ATCPc,co and EXCIPAHc,co respectively VAT

taxes and excises duties on commodity co in country c;

PADDDEMc,s the price of product from sector s in

country c.

3.4 Housing investments

Either at theoretical or empirical point of view, inter-

actions between residential market and macroeconomic

variables are not very analysed (Leung, 2004 [81]).

This explains why the modelling of households invest-

ment in large applied economic model is not very de-

veloped, or at least is not highlighted compared to

other macroeconomic variables. This fact is reinforced

by the lack of consensus regarding households invest-

ments formalisation, mainly due to national regular re-

gimes but also because of real estate bubbles (Baghli

et al., 2004 [11]). Furthermore, there are two aspects

on the housing investments. The first one is associated

with the services provided by the housing which can be

view as a consumption and the second one concerns the

wealth effect related with the ownership of housing9.

9We do not treat the trade-off between buying a housing or
renting it (see e.g. Arrondel and Lefebvre 2001 [8] or Henderson
and Ioannides 1983 [63]). Furthermore, from macroeconomic
point of view, the housing investment only concerns new housing
purchase, the second hand market is not considered even if it
follows the new housing purchase market, as demonstrated by
Demers (2005 [43]) for Canada.

The analyse of the methods used in large applied eco-

nomic models for representing housing investments10

shows that while the endogenous variable differ slightly

(investments rates, investment in level and stock of

housing, ...), there are few differences in the explanat-

ory variable retained to describe households investment

in models. This can be summarised as follows:

� Firstly, the real disposable income allows taking

10In the INTERLINK model developed by the OECD
(Richardson 1988 [94]), Egebo and Lienert (1988 [45]) estimate
housing stocks for six main OECD countries with a stock ad-
justment model. In their modelling, the variation of the housing
stock is a function of the households real disposable income per
capita, the real interest rates (in moving average), the housing
relative price (either relative price of housing services or relative
price of housing investment), the existing housing stock per cap-
ita at the previous period, the variation of unemployment rate
and finally a partial adjustment term.

For the MIMOSA model, Chauffour and Fourmann (1990 [31])
formalise the investment rate (i.e. the ratio between housing in-
vestment and housing stock) as a function of households income
per capita (smoothed variable), real housing investment price
(smoothed variable), real interest rate, previous housing stock
per capita and unemployment rate change. A very similar ver-
sion of housing investment model was developed for the french
economy (Bonnet et al. 1994 [17]) in the AMADEUS model (IN-
SEE 1998 [66]) but replacing households income per capita by
gross households income and unemployment changes by employ-
ment variation.

Another interesting model is the European HERMES model
(1993 [68]) composed by seven individual macro-sectoral mod-
els for Belgium, Netherlands, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy
and United-Kingdom. Only four models introduce the housing
investment in their respective presentation but in one of them,
the Dutch model (Mot et al. 1993 [87]), housing investment
is described as exogenous. According to the French HERMES
model (Assouline and Epaulard 1993 [9]), housing investment is
described as a model based on the desired housing stock adjusted
with the help of an error correction model (Engle and Granger
1987 [46]). This desired housing stock depends on households
income, relative price, active population and interest rates. In
the Irish HERMES model (Bradley et al. 1993 [20]), the hous-
ing investment is modelled by the housing investment per capita
that is a linear function of real per capita personal disposable
income, government transfers for housing, interest rates and in-
flation. Finally, Bosi et al. (1993 [18]) use similar housing in-
vestment model for the Italian HERMES model. They link, in
logarithmic form, housing investment per capita with income per
capita and relative price of housing investment and they include
also a dynamic partial adjustment.

More recently, Chauvin et al. (2002 [32]) developed an error
correction model for the Emod.fr model in which they model
housing investment rates (the ratio between housing investment
and households real disposable income) with real disposable in-
come, unemployment rate and interest rate as explanatory vari-
ables. In this case, the use of housing investment rates, in a
error correction model, imposes a long term elasticity between
households investment and real disposable income equals to one.

Finally, in the MESANGE model (see Klein and Simon 2010
[74]) housing investment is also modelled with an error correc-
tion model in which in the short term, housing investment vari-
ation is linked with previous variation, housing investment price
variation, real short term interest rate variation (3 month) and
unemployment rate variation. While, in the long term equation,
it only keeps the link between real disposable income and real
long term interest rate (10 years).
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into account the purchase ability as well as the

borrowing power of households.

� The purchase of housing, in most case, requires a

long term loan. This aspect is included with the

help of interest rates, the payback power being

reduced when interest rates increase.

� In addition, socio-economic aspects can also act

on the housing investment, and particularly, the

demography can play a non negligible role, it is

why some models use per capita variables as ex-

planatory variables.

� The relative housing investment price, generally

the ratio between housing investment price and

consumption price, allows the modelling of the tra-

ditional substitution effect. But, in the case of

housing, which can be considered as an asset for

households, the investment price acts also on the

expected wealth - insomuch as it follows housing

stock price - and this wealth effect can be effect-

ively very important as illustrated by the recent

real estate bubble. Thus, housing investment price

plays a double role, it increases purchase cost but

it also raises housing expected value.

� The general economic context is generally repres-

ented through unemployment rate or employment

which are relatively important for the households

expectations on economic futures and then for

their confidence on their payback capacities.

� Finally, other variables such as government sub-

sidies for housing, like in the Irish HERMES model

(Bradley et al. 1993 [20]), can act on households

investment decision. Some of them are already in-

cluded in the real disposable income, this is the

case for instance of transfers. It could also be in-

teresting to include specific variables that could

reflect changes in national regular regimes but as

we use a panel of 12 countries, the time required

to get good and reliable information constrains us

to exclude this option.

In line with other recent model developments (Chauvin

et al. 2002 [32] and Klein and Simon 2010 [74]), we es-

timate an error correction model (Engle and Granger,

1987 [46]) on the basis of data coming from the An-

nual Macro-ECOnomic database (AMECO 2008 [5])

of the European Commission’s Directorate General for

Economic and Financial Affairs (DG ECFIN) which

provides structured and coherent data on national ac-

count and especially times series for prices. Population

data come from Eurostat Population database (Euro-

stat 2008 [49]).

We estimated two relationships, one for the long

term 43 and one for the short term dynamic 44.

gfcfi,t = αi + δiti + βrev
Q

i revQi,t + β
pRgfcf
i pRgfcf,i,t

+βpopi popi,t + βunempi unempi,t

+βTX
LT

i TXLT
i,t + εi,t

(43)

4gfcfi,t = µi + θrev
Q

i 4revQi,t + θ
pRgfcf
i 4pRgfcf,i,t

+θpopi 4popi,t + θunempi 4unempi,t
+θTX

LT

i 4TXLT
i,t + θresi ε̂i,t−1 + ui,t

(44)

With revQi,t the households real disposable income in

country i at time t, pRgfcf,i,t the real price of gross fixed

capital formation, popi,t the population, unempi,t the

rate of unemployment and TXLT
i,t the long term interest

rate. All parameter are significantly different from

zero, at 10% level, except for the long term interest

rate in the short term relationship and population in

the long run relationship. In addition, as our data

cover the period lasting from 1995 to 2008, including a

real estate bubbles, we also estimate these equations by

constraining βrev
Q

i = 1 and β
pRgfcf
i = −0.5 in adequacy

with those estimated in the literature (Egebo and Lien-

ert, 1988 [45] or Chauffour and Fourmann 1990 [31]).

On the basis of these estimations we retained the fol-

lowing coefficients βunempi = −0.13; βTX
LT

i = −0.01;

θrev
Q

i = 0.67; θ
pRgfcf
i = 1.24; θpopi = 3.27; θunempi =

−0.28;θresi = −0.53

This method allows to model the housing invest-

ments, nevertheless, in practice, we mainly use the

long term relationship in NEMESIS with as main im-

portant coefficients βrev
Q

i = 1; β
pRgfcf
i = −0.5 and

βunempi = −0.13.
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3.5 International trade

The international trade is obviously a crucial dimen-

sion of the model since it represents one of the most

important interactions between countries. In addi-

tion, the strong European integration on that point

led to a high degree of openness inside Europe and to

strong interactions between European countries. The

external trade, in the state of the art, in NEMESIS

is processed by pool, in the sense that each mod-

elled country exports to and imports from two pools

that group together either extra-European countries or

intra-European countries. Therefore, we have no de-

scription on the precise country of origin or of destin-

ation within these pools. One major drawback of this

approach is that nothing insure, a priori, the equal-

ity between imports and exports inside a group. More

concretely, as exports and imports are both economet-

rically estimated, the total intra-European imports are

not necessarily equal to the total intra-European ex-

ports in volume. Nevertheless, this “adding up” prob-

lem was partly solved by modifying the exports equa-

tions in order to insure the equilibrium between the

sums of exports and the sums of imports per sector.

This implicitly signifies that imports equations are bet-

ter modelled than exports ones. The improvement of

the specification in order to implement bilateral trade

flows in NEMESIS is currently studied at least for

goods, since data for services is currently too weak.

In addition to competitiveness and pure price effects,

two important effects identified in the economic liter-

ature impact the external trade. The first is called the

non price competitiveness, reflecting the role played by

product differentiation, and the second is related to

the home market effect, that is to say the size of the

internal market.

Regarding the first effect, until recently most of large

scale macroeconomic models used a simple Armington

(1969 [7]) framework to represent external trade. Nev-

ertheless, previous findings of low trade price elasticit-

ies by econometric studies suggested problems due to

missing variables in such framework11. In particular,

imperfect competition frameworks and the role played

by product differentiation was identified as a relevant

lead to solve the problem. So numerous attempts have

11Orcutt (1950 [91]), Harberger (1953 [62]), Goldstein and
Khan (1985 [58])

been made for integrating quality effect in external

trade equations (in particular in exports equations)12.

As quality levels are not directly observable, empirical

studies use either indirect variables to proxy the qual-

ity differentiation based on R&D and human capital

or measures based on survey data such as Crozet and

Erkel-Rousse (2004 [38]). The inconvenience of the first

is that it may limits the scope of the notion of qual-

ity while the drawback of the second is that quality

indices are not available for the 27 modelled European

countries. We use in NEMESIS an index based on the

relative level of innovative asset represented by A in

the production function which is supposed to take into

account a wide range of quality (i.e. not only techno-

logical differentiation) as we will see in section 413.

Three sets of equations model the external trade in

NEMESIS, these sets of equations represent:

1. The intra-European trade in volume

2. The extra-European trade in volume

3. The exports and imports prices

So we present successively these three sets of equations.

Intra-European trade

For the imports the three main effects integrated

in the trade equations are income and prices effects

and non prices effects. For imports equations, these

effects are taken into account with the following vari-

ables: (i) The income effect for a country is taken

into account through a demand variable, represen-

ted by the demands addressed to the sector; (ii) the

price effect is represented by the ratio of the import

price to the domestic price; (iii) the non-price effect is

taken into account through national innovation stock

to European innovation stock ratio. The equations for

intra-European imports takes the following form:

12See for instance Amable and Verspagen (1995 [4]), Carlin,
Glyn and Van Reenen (1997 [29]), Ioannidis and Schreyer (1997
[67]), Fontagné, Freudenberg and Péridy (1998 [51]), Anderton
(1999 [6]), Crozet and Erkel-Rousse (2004 [38])

13Bilateral flows should better suit for estimating such effects
which bring an additional reason to develop it in the model (Hal-
lak, 2006 [61]).
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ln(IMPEUQc,s) = limpeu0c,s

+limpeu1s · ln(ADDDEMQc,s)

+limpeu2s · ln
(

PIMPc,s
PPRODc,s

)
+limpeu3s · ln

(
Ac,s
Aeu,s

) (45)

With ADDDEMQc,s: the total domestic de-

mand by product; PIMPc,s: the price of imports;

PPRODc,s: the production price; Ac,s: the national

quality index; Aeu,s: the average European quality in-

dex.

The following parameter restrictions are used:

limpeu1s > 0

limpeu2s < 0

limpeu3s < 0

For exports equations: (i) the income effect for a

country j is taken into account through a demand vari-

able, resulting from the demands of partners’ countries,

weighted past trade intensities (in a matrix form, for

year 2000) and (ii) the price effect is represented by the

ratio of the export price to an European price index,

which is a weighted variable of other EU countries ex-

port prices. The equations for intra-European exports

takes the following form:

ln(EXPEUQc, s) = lexpeu0c,s

+lexpeu1s · ln(INDACTEUc,s)

+lexpeu2s · ln
(

PEXPc,s
PINDICEXPEUc,s

)
+lexpeu3s · ln

(
Ac,s
Aeu,s

) (46)

With INDACTEU c,s: the indicator of activity;

PEXPc,s: the export price; PINDICEXPEUc,s: an

indicator of competing prices.

We use as parameter resttrictions:

lexpeu1s > 0

lexpeu2s < 0

lexpeu3s > 0

Extra-European trade

The extra European trade follows broadly the same

formalisation than intra-European trade and includes

therefore the same effects as described above.

For imports equations:

ln(IMPROWQc,s) = limprow0c,s

+limprow1s · ln(ADDDEMQc,s)

+limprow2s · ln
(
PIMPROWc,s

PPRODc,s

)
+limprow3s · ln

(
Ac,s
Az,s

) (47)

With ADDDEMQc,s: the total domestic demand

by product; PIMPROWc,s: the price of imports for

extra-European imports; PPRODc,s: the production

price; Ac,s: the national quality index; Az,s the average

extra-European zone quality index.

Parameters Restrictions:

limprow1s > 0

limprow2s < 0

limprow3s < 0

For exports equations:

ln(EXPROWQc, s) = lexprow0c,s

+lexprow1s · ln(INDACTROWc,s)

+lexprow2s · ln
(

PEXPROWc,s

PINDICEXPROWc,s

)
+lexprow3s · ln

(
Ac,s
Az,s

) (48)

With INDACTROW c,s: the indicator of

activity; PEXPROWc,s: the export price;

PINDICEXPROWc,s: the indicator of compet-

ing prices.

Parameters Restrictions:

lexprow1s > 0

lexprow2s < 0

lexprow3s > 0

Exports and imports prices

Exports and imports prices play a large role in determ-

ining trade volumes. The basic feature of trade prices

in NEMESIS assumes that European countries oper-

ate in oligopolistic markets, following this assumption,

importers and exporters set mark-ups on their prices,

given the prices of their competitors. As mentioned

above, the lack of data regarding import and export

prices prevent the distinction between Intra-European

and the Rest of the World. However, in order to take

into account the possible trade barriers between the EU

and the rest of the world, we set two different prices

whose difference reflects precisely these trade barriers
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(import duties...) that multiply the global import and

exports prices. Other partners prices are weighted in

the same manner than for volume equations, exchange

rates are directly taken into account in the European

price index (making a clear distinction between intra

and extra Euro zone) and in the ROW price index .

The majority of trade prices are treated in the same

manner (with the notable exception of crude oil and

gas, that are treated exogenously). The equations take

the following forms:

For export prices:

ln(PEXPc, s) = lpexp0c,s

+lpexp1s · ln(PINDICEXPEUc,s)

+lpexp2s · ln(PINDICEXPRWc,s)

+lpexp3s · ln(PPRODc,s)

(49)

With PINDICEXPEUc,s: the price index for com-

peting exports in Europe; PINDICEXPRWc,s: the

price index for competing exports in the rest of the

world; PPRODc,s: the production price.

The parameter restrictions are:

lpexp1s + lpexp2s + lexp3s = 1

For import prices:

ln(PIMPc, s) = lpimp0c,s

+lpimp1s · ln(PINDICIMPEUc,s)

+lpimp2s · ln(PINDICIMPRWc,s)

+lpimp3s · ln(PPRODc,s)

(50)

With PINDICIMPEUc,s: the price index for com-

peting imports in Europe and PINDICIMPRWc,s:

the price index for competing imports in the rest of

the world.

The parameter restrictions are:

lpimp1s + lpimp2s + lpimp3s = 1

3.6 The accounting framework

The accounting framework of the model is obviously

very important and is one of the main characteristics

that make a model consistent by ensuring that each

flow between agents has its counterpart and that what

is received by an economic agent is issued from an-

other one. A first important difficulty in the model

relies on the fact that both sides of an interaction have

not necessary the same dimension or the same classi-

fication. Therefore input-output tables are defined in

order to project and equilibrate the different sides of

interactions. These tables intervene at different steps

of the NEMESIS model. Especially, the matrix aiming

at making the concordance between the demands ad-

dressed by the different agents (firms, consumers, gov-

ernment, exports) and the demand addressed to the

production sectors, national and international is one of

the most important. On that point, the matrices de-

scribed below in the section 3.7, that ensure the link

between factors demands and products are part of this

framework. In addition to factors demand, consump-

tion by product, household investments, government

expenditure and foreign demand are also transformed

in addressed demand by sector as it is notably ex-

plained for consumption in section 3.3. The demand

by product is also addressed either to the national pro-

duction or to importations. By this way, this side of

the accounting framework ensures that all that is pur-

chased to a given sector in a given country is sold by

this sector of this country.

Another dimension of the accounting framework re-

lies on public finance and agents accounts. The in-

stitutional sectors accounts in NEMESIS is estab-

lished on the basis of the EUROSTAT database, com-

pleted when necessary by national sources (mainly

for Luxembourg and Denmark )14. In addition this

huge database has been checked (notably the aggrega-

tions, paid/received...) and corrected when errors were

encountered. The sequence of accounts follows the

European accounting framework ESA9515. The dif-

ferent institutional sectors that are represented are the

General Government (GG), Households and Non-Profit

Institutions Serving Households (HNPISH)16, Finan-

cial Corporations (FC), Non-Financial Corporations

(NFC), all of which are of course linked to the sectoral

nomenclature of the model.

Agents accounts are implemented from the produc-

14The data availability for some countries (Ireland, Luxem-
burg, Hungary, Malta,Slovenia and Romania) were too weak for
building agents account for them, but main taxes and subsidies
were integrated.

15ESA: European System of Accounts
16Since the split of households and NPISH’s was not possible

for most countries, it had been decided not to separate them
until data will be available.
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Table 1: Main taxes and subsidies

D2 Taxes on production and imports

Including value added taxes; taxes and 

duties on imports excluding VAT; Taxes on 

products except VAT and import taxes; 

Excises duties and consumption taxes; Other 

taxes on production

D3 Subsidies

Including Subsidies on products and Other 

subsidies on production

D5 Current taxes on income, wealth, etc.

Including taxes on income and Other current 

taxes

D61 Social contributions

Including social contributions and Imputed 

social constributions

D9 Capital transfers

Including capital taxes and Investment 

grants

tion account up to the Acquisition of non financial as-

sets account (i.e. up to the b9 Net lending (+) /net

borrowing (-)).

Regarding the public finances, the main taxes and

subsidies are summed up in the table 1 and more in-

formation can be found in the European System Ac-

count 1995 [48].

We focus here on the most important taxation part

of the model keeping in mind that one of the main dif-

ficulties in such sectoral model stems from the applic-

ation of the appropriate taxation rate in each sector.

On that point, the VAT is probably the most diffi-

cult tax to implement in a model such as NEMESIS.

Indeed, on the one hand, the sectoral disaggregation of

the model allows a strict differentiation of the differ-

ent VAT rates applicable to the different products and

services, but on the other hand, calculating VAT rates

applicable to each sector based on actual rates is te-

dious and needs numerous assumptions concerning the

sharing of each rate within each sector, taking into ac-

count existing exemptions. In addition, any change of

a particular tax rate implies to recalculate ex-ante the

implicit rate for each sector, inducing potential errors

coming from ex post substitution effects not taken into

account. For that purpose, in the NEMESIS model, the

implicit VAT rate is fully modelled on the basis of the

actual VAT rates. The implicit rate at sectoral level is

then the result of a linear combination of the different

rates (0 rate, super reduced rate, reduced rate 1, re-

duced rate 2, normal rate and the parking rate) and of

the different shares of each products in the consump-

tion. The requested data are provided by the com-

mission and the taxation and customs DG. In order

to calculate the final consumption VAT rates as pre-

cisely as possible, the most disaggregated data of the

COICOP nomenclature were used.

Taxes on products except VAT and import taxes

were split into two broad taxes: (i) Excises duties

an consumption taxes (D214a) and (ii) other taxes on

products (D214-D214a). The distinction between the

different excises duties and there allocation between

sectors were made possible using information provided

by DG taxation and custom Union (see [47]), the same

database was used for allocating the rest of Taxes on

products, except VAT and import taxes. Besides, aside

the three main Excises duties (alcoholic beverages, to-

bacco and mineral oil), several countries put in place

other excises duties (electricity, non alcoholic bever-

age...), all of which had been incorporated in the model.

Finally, employers’ social contribution (D6111) are

split into sectors using the sectoral data on wage and

salaries and Compensation of employees available on

Eurostat. The employees’ social contribution (D6112)

as well as imputed social contribution (D612) are split

between sectors depending on relative compensation

of employees since no other data is available. And

the Social contributions by self and non-employed per-

sons (D6113) are calculated only at the macroeconomic

level. Then, each type of social contribution is al-

located to institutional sectors account ( Gov: gen-

eral governement, FC: financial corporations, NFC,

Non Financial corporations, H&NPISH: Households

and non profit institutions serving households) through

fixed shares.

3.7 Sectoral interdependencies

In a detailed sectoral model such as NEMESIS, the

macroeconomic dynamics are driven both by intra sec-

toral forces and by their strong interactions. Inter-

linkages between sectors are indeed an important part

of the model scheme as they will constrain the sec-

toral trends both in the short/medium term and in

the long term. In the NEMESIS model, these sec-
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toral interdependencies mainly consist in two kinds of

interactions. The first kind of interactions is related

to the exchanges of goods and services. Every sectors

use goods and services that are produced by other sec-

tors. The second kind of interactions relies on innov-

ation spillovers. Here again the innovation spillovers

act through two channels. The first channel reflects

pure knowledge spillovers and is based on the fact that

knowledge created by a given sector in a given coun-

try may be useful to another sector in another country,

i.e. may increase innovation in this latter sector. The

second channel of innovation spillovers relies on the use

of enabling technologies, that is to say technologies that

create technological opportunities in using sectors. As

we will see in section 4, the enabling technologies that

we consider in the model are Information and Com-

munication Technologies. The nature of interactions

relying on innovation will be described in section 4. In

this section we focus on the sectoral interdependencies

in terms of demand flows and products.

In the NEMESIS model, sectoral interdependencies

related to demand flows are handled through different

sort of demands, notably through energy demands (in-

termediate and final), materials demands and invest-

ment demands. Each of this factor demands is ad-

dressed to one or more sectors, including also the intra-

branch consumption. These interactions are depicted

by the figure 3.

The coefficient of allocation can be defined in two

ways. A first way assumes that, in the short run, sub-

stitutions between products are weak, since substitu-

tions often require changes in the production process,

and, therefore, the coefficient of the matrices can be

considered constant. Such that:

DEM j
C,i = βjc,i · FACTDC,i (51)

Using this formulation implies that a sector cannot

shift from a product to another. When the sector j,

producing a given product, improves its productivity,

every sectors i using this given product will face a lower

investment price (ceteris paribus). Nevertheless, the

sector i cannot choose to buy more of the j’s good

instead of other ones. The¯fixed coefficient matrices

only induce a smaller global investment price for the

sector i. Consequently, this limits the incentive to j to

improve its TFP in order to lower its price17 while the-

oretically, when the sector j lowers its price, its market

share should increase.

For that purpose, in order to keep the theoretical

consistency of the model, we also endogenize the share

of each product j in the factor demand of sector i as

a cost minimisation of a CES function. In a first step,

firms of the sector i determine their factors demand

according to the optimisation of their production func-

tion. Then, in a second step, they allocate the provi-

sioning of each factors by product by minimising an-

other CES function with an elasticity εi.

The substitution elasticity of that C.E.S function

ought to be sufficiently slack to avoid too sharp fluctu-

ations for technical coefficients. In addition, in order

to lowers as more as possible quick shifting between

the different sources of supply, we add in this derived

shares adjustment delays. The formulation we retain

for each type of matrices (Intermediate Consumption,

final Energy demand and Investment) is the following:

COEF jC,i = λi · coefmat
j

C,i ·
(
PDC,i

PV
j

C

)εi
+(1− λi) · coefmat

j

C,i

(52)

with λi the adjustment delay; PDC,i the global

factor demand price of sector i; PV jC the sale price

of the product j and εi the price elasticity.

4 The innovation mechanisms

4.1 A fully endogenous growth model

There exist of course several large scale models that can

be compared to NEMESIS, i.e. that are multi-country,

multi-sectoral and that integrate an endogenous repres-

entation of technical progress. All these models belong

to different categories depending on their functioning:

General Equilibrium Models such as GEM-E3 (Capros

et al, 2010 [28]), WORLDSCAN (Lejour et al., 2006

[80]) and RHOMOLO (Brandsma et al., 2013 [21]);

or Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Model

such as the model QUEST of DG-ECFIN (Roeger,

17Indeed, in that case, the substitution effect occurs only
between factors’ demands (intermediate goods, investments, en-
ergy etc...) but not between products that constitute production
factors.
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Figure 3: Sectoral interdependencies related to demand flows in NEMESIS

2008 [95]); or Hybrid macro-econometric model such

as NEMESIS (Brécard et al., 2006 [22]). Nevertheless,

Bagnoli (2002 [10]) pointed out, whatever the type of

the model, the structure always includes equations de-

scribing consumer and producer supply and demand

behaviour that are explicitly derived from optimisation

problems under budgetary constraint. The differences

between models mainly remain in the assumptions un-

derlying the preferences of households, the technology,

the equilibrium concept, the sectoral composition of

the economy and the mechanisms that generate the

endogenous growth rate as well as the related policy

implications.

Regarding the mechanisms that generate endogenous

technical change, the canonic models can be character-

ized by a set of two equations, the production function

for final output and the production function for new

ideas (see Romer, 1994 [96]; Jones, 1995 [70]; Jones

and Williams, 1998 [72]; and Barro, 1999 [13]). Jones

and Williams, 1998 ( [72]) remind that all the produc-

tion functions for new ideas take the following generic

form:

dAt
dt

= G (At, Rt) (53)

Where Rt represents the resources devoted to innov-

ation activities, which may be for instance the amount

of labour engaged in research activities or research ex-

penditures. The function G exhibits properties that

will described later. Then final output is produced ac-

cording the following generic function:

Yt = F (Xt, At) (54)

Where F is increasing in each of its arguments and

can exhibit either increasing or constant returns to

scale, and Xt is a set of production inputs (such as

capital, labour used in the production of final output,

intermediate consumption).

Jones and Williams (1998 [72]), Barro (1999 [13])

and Bagnoli (2002 [10]) explain that the new growth

theoretical models differ principally either in the way

they specify the functions F and G or in the way they

construct the variable At. In the expanding variet-

ies based model (Romer, 1990 [97]), the At variable is

the number of intermediate goods in the economy. In

the quality ladder based model (Grossman and Help-

man, 1991 [59]), the At variable is an index of the qual-

ity of intermediate goods. In the cost reduction based

model (Aghion and Howitt, 1992 [2]), the At variable

is an index of the existing intermediate goods. In all

these models, the endogenous growth property comes

from both the production function and the knowledge

function. Depending on the features of the function

G leading to different long term growth path, one can

categorize the endogenous growth models in three gen-
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erations. In order to characterize them, Ha and Howitt

(2007 [60]) re-express the equation 53 and 54 in the fol-

lowing way:

gA = λ

(
Rt

Qβt

)σ
Aφ−1
t (55)

Yt = At ·Xt (56)

where gA = dA
A is the growth rate of new ideas, meas-

ured by TFP, λ is parameter influencing the effective-

ness of the innovation activity, Rt, Qt is an index of

product proliferation that depends of variables grow-

ing at the same rate than population in the long term.

Hence the ratio Rt
Qβt

can be interpreted as the intensity

of innovation activities in the economy. The parameter

σ is a duplication parameter which is a negative con-

gestion of externality introduced by Jones (1999) as the

’stepping on toes effect’. Finally, the term Aφ−1
t , with

the restriction φ ≤ 1, introduces potential diminish-

ing returns to scale with respect to the stock of ideas

that Jones (1995a) calls the ’fishing out effect’. Ha

and Howitt (1996) identify then, the three generations

of endogenous growth models according to the values

of parameters.

The first generation of endogenous growth model,

that Ha and Howitt call Fully endongenous I, corres-

ponds to the seminal models defined by Romer (1990

[97]), Grossman and Helpman (1991 [59]) and Aghion

and Howitt (1992 [2]) and are characterized by φ = 1

and β = 0, then:

gA = λ ·Rσt (57)

According to this specification, the assumption of

constant returns to scale in the production function

of new ideas implies that the growth rate of GDP, or

of TFP, is an increasing function of the scale of the

economy, which can be represented by the size of the

population when R is, in the long run, a fixed por-

tion of the total labour force. However, as observed

by Jones (1995 [70] and [71]), this result is counter-

factual18. This conducted other economists (Jones,

18He points out that while the numbers of engineers and sci-
entists involved in the R&D sector in the United States increased
more than five times since the 1950’s, it did not result in an in-
crease in the rate of growth of GDP per capita and TFP. This
disconnection between the rate of growth and the importance of
the resources engaged in the R&D sector is observed for most

1995 [71]; Kortum, 1997 [77]; Segerstrom, 1998 [99])

to propose a second family of endogenous growth mod-

els, considering diminishing returns with respect to the

stock of knowledge.

It led to the second generation of models called Semi-

endogenous growth models, characterized by φ < 1 and

β = 0, so that:

gA =
σ · n
1− φ

(58)

This specification assumes a decreasing rate of

growth of new ideas over time because of a progressive

exhaustion of technological opportunities that are sty-

mied by past discoveries (Evenson, 1984 [50]; Kortum,

1993 [76]). Therefore, assuming a non zero growth rate

of population, n, the long term growth rate of output

per capita depends on the increase of the population,

and of technological parameters. An increase in the

labour force employed in the production of new ideas

will not increase the long term growth rate of GDP per

capita, but only its level. Hence, a permanent increase

in the growth rate of GDP per capita, or equivalently in

the growth rate of TFP, can be obtained only if we ob-

serve an increase in the growth rate of the population,

which is the variable that ultimately limits the develop-

ment of R&D activities. As a consequence, compared

to the first family of models, these semi-endogenous

growth models conclude that the policies aiming at in-

creasing the research intensity are no longer able to rise

the long-run growth rate of the economy.

The Schumpeterian framework, also called Fully-

endogenous II, was developed in parallel with this semi-

endogenous growth models. These latest models were

initiated by Aghion and Howitt (1998 [3]), Dinopoulos

and Thompson (1998 [44]) and Peretto (1998 [93]) and

are characterized by φ = 1 and β = 1, then:

gA = λ ·
(
Rt
Qt

)σ
(59)

These models are based on the Young’s (1998 [104])

insight which postulates that, as an economy grows,

proliferation of product varieties reduces the effective-

ness of R&D aiming at quality improvement, by caus-

ing it to be spread over a larger number of different sec-

tors. In the line of the semi-endogenous growth mod-

OECD countries as well.
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els, it retains the idea of an increasing complexity of

technological knowledge, decreasing the productivity

of R&D, but without removing the original assump-

tion of constant returns to the stock of knowledge in

the production of new ideas. Instead of a ’fishing out

effect’, this is the differentiation process that prevents

the population size from having a scale effect. This

Schumpeterian framework is therefore compatible with

the observed coexistence of a stable growth of GDP

per capita and a growth of innovation activities. But,

contrarily to the semi-endogenous growth models, the

constant returns to scale in the the knowledge-creation

function ensure that the growth of GDP per capita still

depends, in the long term, on economic factors that can

be influenced by policy measures.

On that basis, Ha and Howitt (2007 [60]) have then

empirically tested the different parameters restrictions

above on US data and provided evidence in favour of

the Schumpeterian models. They confirmed the previ-

ous results obtained by Zachariadis (2003 [105]), Laincz

and Peretto (2006 [78]) and Ulku (2005 [102]), as well

as Barcenilla-Visùs et al (2010 [12]) using a sectoral

approach, confirmed this result19.

Among the existing simulation models that we men-

tioned above, GEM-E3 and QUEST retain a semi-

endogenous approach (φ < 1) as well as WORLD-

SCAN, in which the TFP growth is proportional to

the rate of R&D accumulation. The specification of

the RHOMOLO model, in which sectoral TFP growth

is related to the R&D intensity of the sector, is close

from the Endogenous II / Schumpeterian approach.

Finally, the NEMESIS model, follows the framework

of the Endogenous II / Scumpeterian models, taking

φ = 1 and β = 1. The precise specification of the

innovation function is detailed below.

Another aspect taken into account in the endogenous

growth mechanisms of NEMESIS, is the role played

by the sectoral composition of the economy, and the

importance of key enabling technologies, such as ICT,

for explaining the relative productivity performance of

the different sectors and countries.

19The results of Madsen (2008), applying a similar framework
than Barcenilla-Visùs et al (2010) to 21 OECD countires, are
more mitigated. He finds that the Shumpeterian model is con-
sistent with the time-series evidences but not with the cross-
sectional evidences. Nevertheless he also finds that the semi-
endogenous growth model is neither consistent with neither the
time-series nor the cross-sectional evidences.

4.2 A three dimensional innovation

function

Information and Communication Technologies have

been a major driver of economic growth and productiv-

ity since the mid 90’s. Indeed, the economic literature

shed light on the strong direct contribution of ICT to

labour productivity growth through simple growth ac-

counting framework (Oliner et al, 1994 [90]; Oliner and

Sichel, 2000 [88]; Van Ark et al., 2008 [103]) but it also

points out their role played in the innovation process

(David, 1990 [39]). In particular, according to empir-

ical studies, ICT can be considered as General Purpose

Technologies (GPT thereafter) in the sense formalized

by Bresnahan and Trajtenberg (1995 [23]). Theoreti-

cians identify three main properties that define GPT

(Lipsey et al. 2006 [84])20, they are:

1. Very progressive technologies: initially they

present wide possibilities for development;

2. Ubiquitous technologies: they could be used in

various ways and they present possibilities for use

in a lot of different sectors;

3. Enabling technologies: they offer large technolo-

gical complementarities.

Together, these features set in motion a spiral of inter-

actions between different types of agents that makes

a GPT an engine of growth. These interactions ap-

pear mainly in the form of externalities. Notwith-

standing, the last property, defining a GPT as an en-

abling technologies, suggests that the diffusion of such

technologies should be accompanied by complement-

ary innovation assets whose return is increased by the

GPT (Bresnahan and Trajtenberg, 1995 [23]). In the

case of ICT, the microeconomic literature shows in-

deed that their ability to reap productivity gains differs

across countries and sectors and these differences seem

to rely on the propensity to invest in complementary

assets such as R&D, human capital and organizational

changes (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000 [25]; Brynjolfsson

et al., [26]).

So economic research investigates more and more

the impact of other intangibles, (Corrado, Hulten and

20Actually, they identify four features but we group together
two of them in the second feature of the list which underlies the
ubiquity of the technology.
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Sichel, 2005 [36] and 2006 [35]; Oliner and Sichel, 2008;

[89]; Corrado et al., 2014 [37]) but, data on intangibles

was, until recently almost non-existent and these assets

are still poorly measured. Corrado, Hulten and Sichel

(2006 [35]) established first data for the US and a re-

cent program, INTAN-Invest21, start filling this gap

in Europe by providing data on intangible investments

at sectoral level for the European countries. This last

database allows us the implementation of new ways to

model innovation and to consider the impact of ICT in

NEMESIS.

Therefore, the reasons that led us to integrate ICT

as GPT and to use such innovation specification in the

NEMESIS model can be summed up in these points:

� ICT have been a major driver of productivity and

growth in western regions during the past two dec-

ades;

� The ability to adopt ICT and to invest in comple-

mentary assets are an important source of diver-

gence between countries and sectors;

� ICT and intangibles other than R&D are key

drivers of innovation in services sectors;

� The availability of new databases at sectoral

European level sheds light on the importance of

investments in intangibles that are overtaking in-

vestments in physical capital and allows us to im-

plement such mechanisms in NEMESIS.

4.3 Specification of the innovation

function

The innovations of a sector (i), in a country (c), Acit is

a CES combination (with constant returns to scale)

of three sub-innovations, and denoted as the innov-

ation components. One is linked to investments in

R&D, (ARcit), another relies on the investments in

ICT, (ATcit), and the last one is related to the invest-

ments in OI, (AIcit). Then,

Acit = SCAci ·
[
δ1+ρAci
ARci .ARcit

−ρAci

+δ1+ρAci
ATci .ATcit

−ρAci + δ1+ρAci
AIci .AIcit

−ρAci
]

(60)

21INTAN-Invest (Jona Lasinio et al., 2014) merges and up-
dates two previous projects INNODRIVE and CO-Invest.

with SCAci a scale parameter, δARci, δATci and δAIci

the distribution parameters and σAci = 1
1+ρAci

, the

substitution elasticity between ARcit, ATcit and AIcit.

The three innovation components are defined as fol-

lows:

Ajcit = SCAjci ·KNOWj
λjci·

jcit
V Acit

cit , (61)

with j = R, T, I, and SCAjci scale parameters.

They are positive functions of a specific knowledge

stock, KNOWjcit, and positive functions of a specific

knowledge absorption capability, λj · jcitYcit
. This know-

ledge absorption capability is, with λj > 0, a linear

positive function of the intensities of the investments

(relative to production) in R&D, ICT or OI.

4.4 Knowledge variables

The knowledge variables, KNOWjcit, are modelled as

a weighted sum of the stocks of assets (R&D, ICT or

OI) belonging to all sectors and countries.

For R&D, the knowledge variable of the sector i in

country c, KNOWRcit, is defined by the sum of R&D

capital stocks SRp,s,t−∆ from all countries/sectors

(p, s) (wheighted by a coefficient of diffusion Ψp,s→c,i

reflecting the relative propensity of the knowledge from

a sector s in country p to be useful to innovate in sector

i in country c. We consider also that the R&D invest-

ments start producing knowledge after a decay ∆ that

we fix to two years.

KNOWRc,i,t =
∑
p,s

Ψp,s→c,i × SRp,s,t−∆ (62)

We apply the same methodology to the ICT capital

and to OI capital where the coefficient of diffusion is

Θp,s→c,i with,

for ICT capital:

KNOWTc,i,t =
∑
p,s

Θp,s→c,i × STp,s,t−∆ (63)

and, for OI capital:

KNOWIc,i,t =
∑
p,s

Θp,s→c,i × SIp,s,t−∆ (64)
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Public investments in R&D are taken into account

and allocated towards the different sectors according

to a grand fathering distribution and are considered

productive after a longer lag than private R&D (2

years later) so that SRp,s,t = (1− δRD)SRp,s,t−1 +

IRDp,s,t+ ∝p,s PIRDp,t−2. The diffusion parameters

are calibrated using matrices based on patent citations

between sectors and countries22. These matrices com-

bine the citations between patents allocated by tech-

nology class and country with the OECD concordance

table (Johnson, 2002 [69]) in order to allocate these

citations between sectors. Two ways can be adopted

for the sectorial allocation (i) one considers the sec-

tors that produce the technology related to the pat-

ents (Industry Of Manufacturing, IOM thereafter) and

(ii) the other considers the sectors that use this tech-

nology (Sector Of Use, SOU thereafter). The assump-

tions underlying the choices of the method to build

these matrices were the following:

1. The sectors manufacturing a technology are sec-

tors that spent R&D investments for this techno-

logy and they receive knowledge spillovers coming

from inventions by sectors that manufacture other

technologies. From this perspective, patents alloc-

ated to their Industry Of Manufacturing (IOM)

reflect the output of the R&D efforts realized by

these sectors and the citations between patents be-

longing to IOM may be considered as indicators of

the knowledge spillovers between sectors as IOM.

2. The externalities related to the use of ICT and

OI may reflect network externalities or, assuming

that ICT and OI are important inputs of organiza-

tional changes, these externalities may also reflect

the diffusion of organizational innovations (the de-

velopment of a new online distribution channel for

instance). As these types of invention are not pat-

entable, it is not possible to use the same matrix

than for R&D externalities. Nevertheless these in-

ventions are assumed here to be strongly related

to the use of technical innovations. So, it can be

assumed that sectors using the same type of tech-

nologies should have similar production methods

and therefore similar organizational strategies and

22These matrices were developed by Meijers and Verspagen
(2010 [86]) in the framework of the DEMETER project, see also
Belderbos and Mohnen (2013 [15])

their intangible investments as well as their ICT

investments may be highly related. The matrices

defined by patent citations allocated by SOU are

thus retained. According to this approach, the

more two SOU cite each other, the more they are

using the same technology and, therefore, the more

one sector can benefit from the innovations of the

other in that field.

Knowledge spillovers: spread parameter for

R&D Investments

By this way, regarding spillovers in R&D, the degree to

which the knowledge produced in sector s in country p

is potentially useful for the sector i in the country c is

measured with the help of the patent citations between

IOM. This means that the more patents belonging to

(c, i) have a propensity to cite patents belonging to

(p, s) the more an innovation in (p, s) is potentially

useful for (c, i) and, therefore, the more R&D engaged

in (p, s) may generate knowledge spillovers to (c, i).

Notwithstanding, the raw number of citations

between (c, i) and (p, s) must be controlled by the size

in terms of patents of these two sectors. Indeed, the

more patents are filed by (p, s), the more patents from

(p, s) will be cited by patents from (c, i) and, con-

versely, the more patents are filed in (c, i), the more

patents from (c, i) will cite patents from (p, s) for a

given propensity to cite. Therefore raw citations does

not only reflect the propensity of an innovation in (p, s)

to affect the innovation capacity of (c, i) but also in-

tegrates the innovation activity of these two sectors

which will already be taken into account by R&D in-

vestments. Thus, in order to avoid double counting,

the raw number of citations is controlled by the num-

ber of patents belonging to these two sectors. In ad-

dition, this coefficient is normalised such that the sum∑
p,s

Ψp,s→c,i = 1. The spread23 parameter from (p, s) to

(c, i) is then defined as:

23We prefer to call it ’spread parameter’ instead of ’diffusion
parameter’ as it reflects the diffusion of the knowledge through
space and not through time.
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Ψp,s→c,i =
CIOM−IOMc,i→p,s
NIOMc,i ×NIOMp,s

/

(∑
u,v

CIOM−IOMc,i→u,v
NIOMc,i ×NIOMu,v

)

=
CIOM−IOMc,i→p,s
NIOMp,s

/

(∑
u,v

CIOM−IOMc,i→u,v
NIOMu,v

)
(65)

This final coefficient represents the propensity of an

innovation from (p, s) to be used to invent in sector

(c, i). By this way, knowledge is supposed to be non

exclusive and non-rival24.

Knowledge spillovers: spread parameter for

ICT and OI

For ICT and OI, the spread parameters are built with

matrices where patents are allocated across sectors ac-

cording to there Sector Of Use (SOU):

Θp,s→c,i =
CSOU−SOUc,i→p,s
NSOUc,i ×NSOUp,s

/

(∑
u,v

CSOU−SOUc,i→u,v
NSOUc,i ×NSOUu,v

)

=
CSOU−SOUc,i→p,s
NSOUp,s

/

(∑
u,v

CSOU−SOUc,i→u,v
NSOUu,v

) (66)

Note that if the spread parameters are identical for

ICT and OI, the resulting knowledge matrices are dif-

ferent since these parameters weight the respective

stocks of ICT and OI.

4.5 Process and product innovation

The innovation decision consists for the firm in choos-

ing the optimal level of innovation services, but innov-

ations induce two simultaneous effects:

� Process innovations leading to productivity im-

provement that decrease ex-ante the use of Xcit

per unit of output, Ycit, with an elasticity αcit;

� Product innovations that increase ex-ante, the

quality of products, with an elasticity α
′

cit, but

without decreasing the use of Xcit per unit of out-

put, Ycit. It results from the assumption that cus-

tomers have a taste for quality that make their

demand increasing whenever the quality adjus-

ted price of products,
PY cit
Qcit

, is decreasing, with

24This is not the case if we use a measure, sometimes used
in the litterature, Cc,i→p,s/Cp,swhere Cp,sis the total number of
citations received by (p,s)

PYcit , the unit production price of output, and

Qcit = A
α
′
cit
cit−1, the quality index of output.

The resultant is that firms invest in innovation until the

marginal expected impact on sales,
∂(PY cit+1

·Ycit+1)

∂Acit
,

plus the marginal impact of the total cost of using Xcit,

−∂(TCXcit+1
)

∂Acit
, being equal to the marginal cost of in-

vesting in innovation services, wAcit , with the follow-

ing expression for the user cost of innovation services,

wAcit :

wAcit = PAcit · (1 + a) , (67)

where a is the actualisation rate.

Therefore using the dual of the production function

(equation 1), the firm will choose optimal Acit such as:

A∗cit = SCσY ci−1
Y ci · δAci.

(
w̃Acit
PYcit+1

)−σY ci
.Ycit+1, (68)

where w̃Acit = wAcit−Ecit
(
α
′

cit+1 ·
Ycit+1

Acit
· PYcit+1

)
,

is the user cost of innovations corrected25 from the ex-

ante marginal impact of investing in innovation on ex-

pected sales, Et(.).

4.6 Sectoral interdependencies

In view of this description of the mechanisms related to

innovation in NEMESIS, we can shed light on the sec-

toral interdependencies underlying such specifications

that are added to the interactions related to flows in

goods and services described above. These sectoral in-

teractions rely on two categories of innovation external-

ities. The first category of externalities that induce sec-

toral interactions consists in pure knowledge spillovers

as described in section 4.4. The second category of

externalities is generated by the strategic complement-

arities between innovative inputs.

Knowledge flows

The previous section described the innovation process

at stake inside each sector. In particular, it highlighted

the fact that knowledge created by other sectors is also

taken into account in the knowledge stock usable by

25This expression is used as we cannot derive explicitly the op-
timal demand for innovation services, that influences at the same
time total factor productivity and demand. The final solution is
however solved numerically in NEMESIS.
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the considered sector and explained how these know-

ledge spillovers act in the innovation process. The

graph 4 outlines these interactions and, according to

this chart, we can distinguish five origins of knowledge

spillovers towards a sector i in a country c: (1) The

first arrow represents the intra-sectoral intra-national

knowledge spillovers, i.e. the knowledge resulting from

previous innovation realized in the sector in the same

country; (2) the second the inter-sectoral and intra-

national knowledge spillovers, i.e. spillovers coming

from other sectors of the country; (3) the third cat-

egory of spillovers are those coming from other coun-

tries but from the same sectors, those are the intra-

sectoral inter-national spillovers; (4) the arrows 4 rep-

resent the inter-sectoral inter-national spillovers and,

finally, (5) externalities coming from public sector are

also taken into account.

Interaction through enabling technologies

The second type of sectoral interdependencies related

to innovation process stems from the GPT properties of

ICT. The complementarities between GPT’s inventions

and co-inventions of applications characterize GPT-

producing sectors and GPT-using sectors as ’strategic

complements’ as defined by Bulow et al. (1985 [27])

and they also initiate a virtuous circle in which ad-

vances in GPT lead to unpredictable inventions in their

applications which, in turn, increase the return of fur-

ther development in GPT.

The externalities flows between the two types of sec-

tors (inventors of the GPT and co-inventors of applica-

tions or in more simple words ’producer and user’) are

complex but important to understand in a detailed way.

Bresnahan and Trajtenberg, 1995 [23] (and Bresnahan,

2003 [24]) described this structure with two categories

of positive externalities that we schematize in graph 5:

1. Two vertical externalities (between inventors and

co-inventors): innovation by inventors (respect-

ively co-inventors) increases the returns from in-

novative activities for co-inventors (respectively

inventors). These externalities reflect innovational

complementarities and reflect a problem of ap-

propriability that runs both ways and thus cor-

responds to a bilateral moral hazard problem

(Holmstrom, 1982 [65] and Tirole, 1994 [101]).

(a) A first type of externality links the benefits of

inventors of two complementary assets: the

basic inventions generate new opportunities

for developing applications in particular sec-

tors (arrows 1i and 1j).

(b) The second type describes the fact that the

more extensive and earlier the co-invention

and adoption in a user sector are, the higher

the incentive for producers (basic inventors)

to invest in R&D is. Application innovations

increase the market for a GPT producer (ar-

rows 2i and 2j). However, we can define

this phenomenon as an externality only if the

GPT producers appropriate a part of the in-

cremental surplus due to the application in-

novation.

2. The horizontal externality (between co-inventors)

links the interests of the agents in the different ap-

plication sectors. As co-inventors represent com-

mercial opportunities, when there are more co-

inventors their demands become larger leading to

a higher level of investment in the GPT. These

externalities induce a ripple effect in the ICT ad-

option and their level reflects the generality of the

purpose of ICT. This externality appears within

user sectors and deals with the increasing returns

of innovation or the falling of co-invention costs:

early user’s experience lowers later cost of co-

invention/adoption. In figure 5, these external-

ities are depicted by the paths given by arrows

2i− 3j − 1j for the externalities generated by the

innovations of i on user j and reciprocally, the ex-

ternalities generated by the innovations of i on user

j by arrows 2j − 3i− 1i.

Figure 5: GPT mechanisms

GPT Producer

GPT User i
(Co-inventor i)

GPT User j
(Co-inventor j)

1i 1j

2j2i

3i 3j

GPT Producer

1i 1j

2j2i

3i 3j

GPT User i GPT User j

4j4i
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Figure 4: Knowledge flows
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4.7 The innovation mechanism as a

whole and the economic feedbacks

In addition to these sectoral interdependencies related

to innovation, the innovation process interacts with the

whole economic system. In particular, the labour mar-

ket as well as the market of goods and services also

interact with the innovation decision in the model.

In a simplified manner, the innovation process in

NEMESIS acts in the whole economic system as de-

scribed by the figure 6. The innovation production of

each sector of each country results from the investments

in the three main innovative components as explained

above and, in addition to the own investments of the

country-sector (c,s), investments in innovation inputs

by other countries-sectors generate spillovers and in-

crease the ability of the considered (c,s) to innovate.

The combination of these two elements - the own ex-

penditures in innovation inputs and the spillovers - gen-

erates innovation (arrows 1 and 2) which leads to an

increase of the economic performance (3) of the sec-

tor in terms of productivity and to an increase of the

demand through a quality effect (4). The interaction

between the performances of the sectors and the Good

and Services market (5) determines the output of the

sector. And the interaction between the labour market

and both activities of production and of innovation (6

and 7) leads to the determination of employment vari-

ables. Finally, innovation by the producers of the en-

abling technology (ICT producers for instance), leads

to a decrease in the price of this technology, which, in

return, diminishes the cost of innovation inputs (arrow

8) and thus the cost of innovation for the users of the

enabling technology.

5 Concluding remarks on the

use of NEMESIS for R&I

policy assessment

The scope of R&I policies

The analytical framework used to endogenise innov-

ation in NEMESIS is based on widely accepted jus-

tifications for government intervention in the field of

R&D policies: the positive externalities coming from

knowledge spillovers, reflecting social returns of R&D

investments higher than the direct returns for firms and

inducing private sector’s R&D investments lower than

socially optimal, justifying the need for public inter-

vention.

The failure of the Lisbon strategy in the field of R&I,

in rising the EU R&D up to a GDP ratio of 3% in

2010, caused the EU innovation strategy to be criti-

cized and the necessity to be deeply revamped. In

that constext, the 2014 report on Innovation Union

(EUR 26334) identifies far-reaching priority reforms,

clustered in three broad categories:

1. The weak quality of the science base that can be

due to (i) an “insufficient funding of public re-

search”, and (ii) the “inefficiencies and lack of re-

forms within the public research system” to com-

plete the ERA, ’for example, fair, open and trans-

parent recruitment to academic position and the

allocation of research funding on a competitive

basis’.

2. The weakness of the contribution of the science

base to the economy and society, that can be

linked to (i) ’The inadequacy of the public research

capacities vis-à-vis the needs of the economy and
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Figure 6: Innovation and economic feedbacks
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the society’ and to (ii) ’the lack of mobilization of

the capacities’, in reason for example of inappro-

priate incentives to public researchers.

3. The inadequate framework conditions for business

R&D and innovation, many Member States stay-

ing very far from their ’national R&D targets to-

ward Europe 2020’, for reasons involving (i) ’inef-

ficiencies in public incentives to stimulate business

R&D’, the ’lack of demand-side measures and poor

match between supply- and demand-side meas-

ures’ (for example innovative and pre-commercial

procurement), and (iii) ’bottlenecks that restrict

the growth of firms in innovative sectors’.

The scope of reforms is large, and the Innovation Union

Flagship defines 34 categories of commiments or struc-

tural reforms, for improving the EU innovation system.

The key determinants for evaluation

Until now, the R&D policies that were evaluated with

NEMESIS, stayed rather normative, and consisted in

assessing the ex-ante macro-economic and sectoral im-

pacts of a EU R&I policy’s target26 assuming the suc-

cess of the policy and without considering the im-

26These assessments focused mainly on either EU funding for
research, through the FP and now H2020, or the EU 3% GDP
R&D intensity objective of Lisbon and Europe 2020 strategies.

plementation method. In these past assessments, we

didn’t investigated the impacts of specific structural

reforms except direct public R&D funding. For ex-

ample, in the last R&D policy assessment that we real-

ised with NEMESIS, in the context of SIMPATIC FP7

research project, we tried answering the following ques-

tion: What will be the consequences for competitive-

ness, economic growth, employment, inequalities, in-

clusiveness of Eastern and Southern countries in terms

of S&I performance, of GDP and Consumptions per

capita, of employment rates, etc., if the Member States

succeed in implementing their National R&D plans for

2020, and in reaching their R&D targets? We have im-

plicitly supposed that the Member States will succeed

in removing progressively the three broad categories of

obstacles described above, for improving their S&I ex-

cellence, but without detailing the necessary reforms.

In this kind of normative evaluation, four key de-

terminants of the innovation process in NEMESIS are

mobilised:

1. The first determinant is the R&D investment de-

cision: Will the policy modify the R&D invest-

ment decision by firm? In case of EU or National

public funding, what will be the additionality ef-

fect of each ¿ received by private or public re-

search organisations on their R&D effort? The
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endogenous R&D decision of firms in NEMESIS

is therefore neutralized or recalibrated, depend-

ing on the results of econometric studies, or other

external expertises, indicating that the expected

impact of the policy on the R&D decision will be

different that the one calculated spontaneously by

the model. It is the case for example of European

research grants, that induce generally more lever-

age effect than at national or regional ones, in

reason of networks effects, and of transfers of best

practices. For public R&D which is exogenous

in NEMESIS, the impact of the policies are also

taken from external expertise.

2. The second determinant is the knowledge

spillovers: Will the policy modify the extent and

the direction of knowledge spillovers, compared

to the spontaneous spillover mechanisms of the

model? It can be the case for example if the

policy is supposed to increase the quality of the

R&D inputs and the quantity of research outputs,

in terms notably of scientific publication and of

patent applications.

3. The third determinant is the economic perform-

ance of knowledge. Will the link between the

knowledge accumulated by a sector and its eco-

nomic performance be modified by the policy? For

instance, this can be the case when the design of

the policy is expected to improve the ability of

firms to transform knowledge into marketable in-

novations as a consequence of reorienting a larger

amount of public research toward market.

4. Finally, the last determinant rely on the supply of

high skilled labour. Is the elasticity of the labour

supply, and notably the supply of researchers and

of other employment categories linked to research,

flexible or rigid? The more the supply is rigid, the

more the increase of R&D effort will rise the wage

of researchers, and will partly vanish in inflation-

ary pressures. This last determinant, linked to the

labour market adjustment, is a point of divergence

between different assessments for research policies,

and the hypotheses adopted for this elasticity im-

pact importantly the results of the different mod-

els used for the evaluation of R&I policies.

Assessment methodology for structural

policies: the example of ERA

Nevertheless, the NEMESIS model, besides “normat-

ive or direct R&D funding assessments”, is also adap-

ted for the evaluation of more complex structural re-

forms as listed in the 2014 report on Innovation Union

under the condition that the direct impacts of these

reforms on the innovation determinants can be meas-

ured. We illustrate it with the example of ERA policy.

Between January and October 2014, the NEMESIS

team was invited to participate to the European Com-

mission’s expert group on “Impact Assessment Meth-

odologies for European Research Area”. The meth-

odologies developed by the expert group, aimed, in a

first phase, at analysing the impact of the ERA ac-

tions implemented by research performing organisa-

tions (RPO) on the RPO’s research and innovation

performance (micro-level), and in the second phase, at

assessing the impact of ERA implementation at Mem-

ber State-level on economic growth and jobs (macro-

level). At the micro-level, three complementary micro-

econometric approaches were used, based notably on

the exploitation of the ERA Surveys.

(1) The first approach consisted in identifying

the potentials impacts of the implementation of the

five ERA Priorities27 on both research inputs (R&D

budget, research and non-research staff), and research

outputs (patents, publications and awarded Ph.D. de-

grees) of RPO. (2) The second approach analysed how

implementation of ERA Policy measures by Member

States and RPOs affects a country’s gap with respect

to the best group of countries in terms of R&I perform-

ance. (3) The third approach consisted in producing

compound indicators based on the previous results for

calibrating the impact of ERA policies on NEMESIS

key determinants. The NEMESIS simulation would

then calculate the impact of ERA policies at macro-

sectoral level on growth and employment, with sensit-

ivity analysis.

Unfortunately, as the expert group has been

shortened and lasted only 10 months, and because of

limitations of the AREA survey (covering only two

years, changes in survey questions over time, low re-

27Effectiveness in national research systems, Transnational co-
operation and competition, Open labour market for researchers,
Gender equality, and Knowledge circulation.
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sponse rates for much items, ...) the macroeconomic

simulations with NEMESIS have not been finalized.

The work performed in the expert group was never-

theless valuable for elaborating a general assessment

methodology of structural policies from micro to macro

levels.

The figure 7 summarises this general assessment

methodology, where the micro-level of analysis and its

association to ERA policies is depicted on the left-

hand side of the Figure 7, whereas the resultant macro-

economic analysis with NEMESIS is displayed on the

right hand side.

In the first phase, ERA Policy measures are designed

by the European Commission in cooperation with the

Member States, they are afterwards adopted by the

Member States and implemented by the RPOs after a

delay. The impact of ERA in this phase becomes vis-

ible through changes in RPO budgets and implement-

ation of concrete practices and actions related to ERA

Policies (in Figure 1 behavioural lag). Then, the pub-

lic and private investments in RPOs (RPO budget) and

ERA Policy implementation at organisation-level affect

the effectiveness of public research and increase the

stock of knowledge of RPOs (patents, publications).

Consequently, knowledge spillovers from the RPOs im-

prove innovation capabilities and thus the productiv-

ity of private R&D, which further leads to increase in-

vestments in R&D. Therefore, both public and private

sectors will see an increase in demand for R&D, re-

searchers and non-research staff. These effects consti-

tute the short term impacts and the time necessary for

the realization of these effects is called the maturation

lag 1 (in Figure 1 maturation lag 1). Then, the rigidity

of the supply of highly skilled labour may, in the me-

dium to long term, lead to increase wages and prices

which may temporarily deteriorate the country’s inter-

national competitiveness. Indeed, higher wages boost

imports, while higher prices decrease exports and to-

gether lead to a deterioration of trade balance and may

further affect the country’s international competitive-

ness.

The longer term impact of public R&D comprises

innovations effects (in Figure 1 after maturation lag

2). These supply effects, i.e. changes in the quantity

and quality of goods and services supplied, is material-

ized only after several years. In NEMESIS, product

innovations enhance quality and process innovations

increase productivity. Both have positive impact on

demand: process innovations lower prices, and product

innovations create demand for higher quality products.

Households consume more due to lower prices and

higher quality and enterprises will invest in more pro-

ductive equipment and machines. Lower prices and

better quality goods also improves external demand.

This demand effect takes place with a lag (in Figure 1

restructuring lag). Innovations and gains in productiv-

ity bring about a restructuring phase involving new or-

ganisational arrangements, changes in the structure of

the economy and possibly a temporary decline in em-

ployment. However, after a while, the temporary de-

cline in employment is exceeded by the increase in de-

mand for novelties, productivity gains and emergence

of new industries (in Figure 1 Absorption lag). These

effects dominate and finally lead to economic growth

and job creation.
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Figure 7: From ERA policies to micro- and macro-economic impacts
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Appendices

Table 2: List of sectors

1 Agriculture 16 Food, Drink & Tobacco
2 Coal and Coke 17 Textile, Clothes & Footwear.
3 Oil & Gas Extraction 18 Paper & Printing Products
4 Gas Distribution 19 Rubber & Plastic
5 Refined Oil 20 Other Manufactures
6 Electricity 21 Construction
7 Water Supply 22 Distribution
8 Ferrous & non Ferrous Metals 23 Lodging & Catering
9 Non Metallic Min Products 24 Inland Transports
10 Chemicals 25 Sea & Air Transport
11 Metal Products 26 Other Transports
12 Agricultural & Industrial Machines 27 Communication
13 Office machines 28 Bank, Finance & Insurance
14 Electrical Goods 29 Other Market Services
15 Transport Equipment 30 Non Market Services
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